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 The Origin of Predictable Behavior

 By RONALD A. HEINER*

 Despite vigorous counterargument by its
 proponents, optimization theory has been
 persistently attacked as an acceptable ex-
 planation of behavior. In one form or
 another, these attacks repeat the oldest cri-
 tique of economics; namely, the ability of
 agents to maximize successfully. Over the
 years, this critique has taken various forms
 which include information processing limita-
 tions in computing optima from known pref-
 erence or utility information, unreliable
 probability information about complex en-
 vironmental contingencies, and the absence
 of a well-defined set of alternatives or conse-
 quences, especially in an evolving world that
 may produce situations that never before
 existed.

 These complaints are not new to econom-
 ics. Indeed, they have been present during
 the very intellectual sifting process that pro-
 duced neoclassical optimization and general
 equilibrium theory. Thus, if we are to further
 elaborate this critique of conventional the-
 ory, the basic issue is whether there is any-
 thing new that is worthy of attention by
 someone well versed in standard tools and
 concepts. Are we simply advancing more re-
 fined or cleverly argued versions of older
 critiques, or extensions of them to areas not
 previously emphasized?

 Such arguments would still represent an
 attack on the basic rationality postulate of
 economics (that agents are able to maximize),
 but without providing a clear alternative to
 traditional optimization theory. However
 plausible these arguments might be, ulti-
 mately they must be set aside by someone
 desiring a theoretical understanding of be-
 havior, unless they lead to another modeling
 structure whose analytical ability can be ex-
 plored and compared with existing optimi-
 zation theory.

 Another argument focuses on the desire to
 understand the "real" dynamic processes that
 actually generate observed behavior. In con-
 trast, optimization is thought of as a surro-
 gate theory based on false assumptions about
 agents' capacity to maximize. Thus, it can be
 defended only in terms of empirical test-
 ability, without really illuminating the un-
 derlying processes determining behavior.

 Nevertheless, even if this view was fully
 accepted, it is unlikely by itself to cause a
 major shift away from conventional thinking.
 The reason is that evolutionary processes
 have long ago been interpreted as one of the
 key mechanisms tending to produce optimiz-
 ing behavior; or conversely, optimizing mod-
 els will predict the behavior patterns that will
 survive in an evolutionary process tending to
 select relatively superior performance.' The
 latter interpretation is in fact one of the
 dominant justifications for standard models
 against the criticism of unrealistic assump-
 tions (i.e., the surviving agents of a selection
 process will behave "as if" they are able to
 maximize).2

 *Department of Economics, Brigham Young Univer-
 sity, Provo, UT 84602. I am indebted to Axel Leijon-
 hufvud for constant encouragement about applications
 to economics, and for numerous stylistic suggestions.
 Harold Miller helped familiarize me with a broad range
 of issues across the sociobiological, psychological, and
 behavioral science literatures. James Buchanan provided
 stimulating discussion about conceptual issues. I have
 also benefited from the advice and criticism of Armen
 Alchian, Ron Batchelder, Bruce Brown, Robert Clower,
 Daniel Friedman, Jack Hirshleifer, Kai Jeanski, Randy
 Johnson, Edward Leamer, Stephen Littlechild, John
 McCall, James McDonald, Richard Nelson, Gerald
 O'Driscoll, Dennis Packard, Clayne Pope, Lionello
 Punzo, Ezio Tarantelli, and Sidney Winter. Needless to
 say, these colleagues are not responsible for inadequacy
 in the conceptual framework or scope of ideas pre-
 sented.

 'See in particular Armen Alchian's well-known 1950
 paper, and also Sidney Winter, 1964, 1971; Jack
 Hirshleifer, 1977; Richard Nelson and Winter, 1974.

 2A still used reference on the "as if" point of view is
 Milton Friedman's 1953 paper. Some recent journal
 illustrations are Benjamin Klein and Keith Leffler, 1981,
 p. 634; Richard Posner, 1980, p. 5; Hirshleifer, 1977, p.
 50; Nelson, 1981, p. 1059. The ultimate extension of this
 view is to claim not that agents are able to maximize
 (select most preferred actions), but rather that any ob-
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 In spite of the above conclusions, I believe
 there is a viable alternative to standard mod-
 els-one that directly comes to grips with
 the persistent critiques of economic theory
 and which broadens our analytical horizon
 to encompass a much wider range of phe-
 nomena.

 In particular, I believe that observed
 regularities of behavior can be fruitfully
 understood as "behavioral rules" that arise
 because of uncertainty in distinguishing pre-
 ferred from less-preferred behavior. Such un-
 certainty requires behavior to be governed by
 mechanisms that restrict the flexibility to
 choose potential actions, or which produce a
 selective alertness to information that might
 prompt particular actions to be chosen. These
 mechanisms simplify behavior to less-com-
 plex patterns, which are easier for an ob-
 server to recognize and predict. In the special
 case of no uncertainty, the behavior of per-
 fectly informed, fully optimizing agents re-
 sponding with complete flexibility to every
 perturbation in their environment would not
 produce easily recognizable patterns, but
 rather would be extremely difficult to pre-
 dict. Thus, it is in the limits to maximizing
 that we will find the origin of predictable
 behavior.

 If the view taken here is correct, it means
 that predictable features of behavior do not
 arise from optimizing with no uncertainty in
 choosing most preferred behavior; and fur-
 thermore, evolutionary selection processes
 will in general not produce approximations
 to optimizing behavior. Rather, predictable
 behavior will evolve only to the extent that
 uncertainty prevents agents from successfully
 maximizing.

 In the following, I sketch the line of
 thought and the observations which have led
 me to this conclusion, and briefly outline the
 elements of a modeling structure that can be
 applied to a wide range of topics. A number
 of applications are presented to illustrate the
 range of issues unified by the analysis, which

 is far broader than the reader is likely to
 anticipate without explicit examples.

 I. Problems with the Methodological
 Arguments for Optimization

 Optimizing with full ability to select most
 preferred behavior is rarely justified as an
 empirically realistic assumption. Rather, it is
 usually defended on methodological grounds
 as the appropriate theoretical framework for
 analyzing behavior. The chief defense is em-
 pirical fruitfulness in generating unfalsified
 predictions.

 We might criticize this testability criteria
 with modern philosophy of science argu-
 ments.3 Nevertheless, a long list of confirmed
 predictions would be persuasive evidence in
 favor of a theory. Yet, it is just here that we
 have a problem. Suppose we really asked to
 see the list of clearly implied, unambiguous
 predictions that have been derived from our
 basic optimization models.

 The answer to this query, one that would
 be admitted by many practitioners in the
 field, is that at best we have developed a very
 short list. All sorts of behavior is consistent
 with or plausibly suggested by optimization
 models, yet still not predicted by them. For
 example, optimization models have never
 been able to imply the Law of Demand
 (buying less of a commodity when its price
 rises), which is probably the oldest and sim-
 plest behavioral regularity in economics. Of
 course, we can use the theory to argue it is
 unlikely that a negative income effect will
 outweigh the pure substitution effect, espe-
 cially for goods that absorb a small fraction
 of a person's income.4 The acceptance of this
 view is heavily influenced by our belief in the

 served behavior is consistent with the maximization of
 some function. This latter formulation is probably inca-
 pable of either theoretical or empirical disproof (see
 Lawrence Boland, 1981).

 3See for example, B. Caldwell, 1982; also Karl Popper,
 1969; Imer Lakatos and Alice Musgrave, 1970.

 4I was told in a graduate price-theory class by Armen
 Alchian that the only clear implication of consumer
 theory is that with more income, a consumer will buy
 more of at least something. Harold Demsetz, when
 informed of this story, responded by saying, "well then
 just define holding cash balances as saving, and we have
 no testable implications, just one mass of tautologies."
 See also the opening remarks of Kenneth Arrow, 1982,
 p. 1; and the closing remarks of Vernon Smith, 1982, p.
 952.
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 empirical validity of the Law of Demand.
 Yet, regardless of how cleverly we interpret a
 Slutsky equation, no clear prediction is im-
 plied.

 We could pursue a number of other exam-
 ples, all of which suggest that conventional
 models have never really been fruitful in
 generating testable implications.5 For this
 reason, I believe allegiance to these models is
 not grounded in the claim of empirical fruit-
 fulness, despite the usual rhetoric that this is
 the case. Rather, it is based on a deeper
 methodological issue about the effect of
 dropping the basic rationality assumption.6

 Think of this issue in the following terms.
 Standard choice theory tries to explain be-
 havior by matching the "competence" of an
 agent with the "difficulty" in selecting most
 preferred alternatives. It assumes for the pur-
 pose of theoretical explanatiorW that there is
 no gap between an agent's competence and
 the difficulty of the decision problem to be

 solved (hereafter called a "C-D gap").7 On
 the other hand, the presence of a C-D gap
 will introduce uncertainty in selecting most
 preferred alternatives, which will tend to
 produce errors and surprises. Such mistakes
 are by their nature unpredictable and erratic.
 Yet, it is only the systematic elements of
 behavior that we can hope to scientifically
 explain and predict. Thus, in order to theo-
 retically isolate the systematic tendencies in
 behavior, we must exclude a C-D gap, no
 matter how implausible or unrealistic this
 might be.8

 This perspective has been a dominant fac-
 tor in loyalty to traditional optimizing con-
 cepts. Nevertheless, I believe it is mistaken,
 and that essentially the opposite view is true.
 To see why, think of the above argument as
 an empirical hypothesis about the effect of
 "irrationality"; namely, that the additional
 uncertainty from a larger C-D gap will gen-
 erate more errors and surprises, thus produc-
 ing more irregularity and noise in behavior.
 There are numerous complicating factors
 about how to test this hypothesis, especially
 how to measure a person's C-D gap. We can
 avoid these problems by broadening our
 horizon to consider an interspecie compari-
 son between humans and other animals. Here
 it is clear without detailed argument that the
 average C-D gap of other animals is larger
 than that of humans.9 Yet when we observe
 nonhuman species, the overwhelming quali-
 tative impression is not one of greater irregu-
 larity, but instead of greater rigidity and
 inflexibility of behavior. Pattern is not more

 5Some other examples are: second Law of Demand,
 short- and long-run supply dynamics, risk aversion, time
 preference, self-interest, liquidity preference, expecta-
 tion lag and adjustment structures, price-taking behav-
 ior, oligopoly strategic patterns, relative price vs. quan-
 tity elasticities, relative income-consumption elasticities,
 etc. The so-called "laws of supply and demand" have
 probably been the most empirically useful tools in eco-
 nomics (both in formulating simple hypotheses about
 market responses to parameter changes, and in pro-
 viding the basic structural equation system used in
 modern econometric model building). Yet, these simple
 laws are not derivable from basic optimization concepts,
 and thus empirical analysis derived from them does not
 confirm these concepts.

 6Without going into any details, I would also like to
 mention a large literature in behavioral psychology about
 the matching law (Richard Herrnstein, 1961, 1964, 1970),
 which has cast doubt on the validity of traditional
 maximization theory to explain behavior under certain
 reinforcement schedules. See P. de Villiers, 1977, for a
 summary of earlier experimental results, and for more
 recent experiments with human subjects, see C. M.
 Bradshaw, E. Szabadi, and R. Bevan, 1976; William
 Buskist and Harold Miller, 1981. For recent articles
 about the validity of maximization, see Herrnstein and
 Gene Heyman, 1979; Heyman and R. Duncan Luce,
 1979; Howard Rachlin, John Kagel and R. C. Battalio,
 1980; D. Prelec, 1982; and for recent experiments in
 which matching has dominated maximizing behavior,
 see Hermstein and William Vaughan, 1980; Vaughan,
 1981; John Mazur, 1981.

 7Posing the problem in terms of a gap in an agent's
 decision competence relative to the difficulty of a deci-
 sion problem was suggested to me by Axel Leijonhuf-
 vud.

 8For a recent example of this view, see Jack
 Hirshleifer's 1980 price theory text, p. 9. A similar
 argument is used to justify " rational expectations" equi-
 libria. See, for example, Robert Lucas, 1981, pp. 125,
 223-24; and Robert Cooter, 1982b, p. 232.

 9For analysis of cognative differences between hu-
 mans and animals, and the evolution of intelligence, see
 M. Konner 1982, David Premack, 1983; P. Rozin, 1976;
 Carl Sagan, 1977; Harry Jerison, 1973; R. Masterton,
 William Hodos, and Jerison, 1976.
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 difficult but rather easier to notice in animals
 than in humans.

 This qualitative difference between hu-
 mans and other animals is obviously not new
 to us; it having long ago been given the
 capsulized description of "instinct." Still, I
 do not believe that we have recognized the
 significance of this general pattern for
 evaluating and constructing theoretical mod-
 els of behavior. This pattern is telling us that
 it is not the absence of a C-D gap, but rather
 its presence which conditions regularity in
 behavior.

 Why should this be the case? Think of an
 omiscient agent with literally no uncertainty
 in identifying the most preferred action un-
 der any conceivable condition, regardless of
 the complexity of the environment which he
 encounters. Intuitively, such an agent would
 benefit from maximum flexibility to use all
 potential information or to adjust to all en-
 vironmental conditions, no matter how rare
 or subtle those conditions might be. But
 what if there is uncertainty because agents
 are unable to decipher all of the complexity
 of the environment (i.e., there is uncertainty
 due to a C-D gap)? Will allowing complete
 flexibility still benefit the agents? For exam-
 ple, if we could somehow "loosen up" the
 behavior of an organism without affecting its
 perceptual abilities, would it compete more
 effectively for food or mating partners than
 before?

 I believe the general answer to this question
 is negative: that when genuine uncertainty
 exists, allowing greater flexibility to react to
 more information or administer a more com-
 plex repertoire of actions will not necessarily
 enhance an agent's performance. Even if we
 confine our attention to human behavior, we
 can find evidence for this proposition, espe-
 cially in highly competitive situations with
 noticable elements of complexity relative to
 human information processing and other
 perceptual abilities.

 For example, in sequential replication
 games of the basic prisoner's dilemma (see
 Robert Axelrod, 1980a), round robin compe-
 tition identified the simplest strategy (the tit
 for tat strategy) as dominant over all of the
 others (submitted by persons in economics,

 mathematics, psychology, political science,
 and sociology).'0 Moreover, the worst perfor-
 mance came from the strategy that specified
 the most "sophisticated" learning and prob-
 ability adjustment process to guide its behav-
 ior." Another example is the publishing his-
 tory on strategies to win at blackjack. Earlier
 books emphasized sophisticated card-count-
 ing, bet-variation methods (see especially Ed-
 ward Thorpe's book, Beat the Dealer). How-
 ever, while no one has challenged the
 mathematical validity of these earlier more
 complex methods, their actual use resulted in
 worse performance by most persons attempt-
 ing to use them (which generated sizable
 unexpected profits to the casinos).'2 As a
 result, later books have steadily evolved to-
 ward more rigidly structured methods (for
 example, two recent books are No Need to
 Count and Winning Casino Blackjack for the
 Non-Counter).'3

 Consider also Rubic's cube. There are over
 43 trillion possible initial positions from
 which to unscramble the cube. Minimizing
 the number of moves to solve the cube would

 '0For a description of the tournament and its results,
 see Axelrod, 1980a. The top strategies were all variants
 of the simple tit for tat strategy, but none were able to
 beat the basic strategy (in particular, see pp. 8 and 18).
 When a second round of the tournament was run, tit for
 tat still won even though numerous more complex
 strategies were submitted (see Axelrod, 1980b). For
 recent analytical analysis on this issue, see David Kreps
 et al., 1982.

 l 'Axelrod describes the worst of the submitted
 strategies in the first round:

 This rule has a probability of cooperating, P, which is
 initially 30% and is updated every 10 moves. P is
 adjusted if the other player seems random, very coop-
 erative, or very uncooperative. P is also adjusted after
 move 130 if the rule has a lower score than the other
 player. Unfortunately, the complex process of adjust-
 ment frequently left the probability of cooperation in
 the 30% to 70% range, and therefore the rule appeared
 random to many other players. [1980a, p. 24]

 12 For example, see Richard Canfield, 1979, pp. 19,
 37-38, 144-47, 150.

 13Some of the major books in order of publication
 are: Thorpe, 1962; Lawrence Revere, 1969; John Archer,
 1973; Ian Anderson, 1975; Virginia Graham and C. I.
 Tulcea, 1978; Canfield, 1979; Leon Dubey, 1980; Avery
 Cardoza, 1981. See Canfield's book, especially pp. 11 - 12,
 16-19, 37-38, 60-61, 62-65. See also Dubey, pp. 11 - 12,
 17-19, 64, 165-66, 168, 172.
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 require an extremely complex pattern of ad-
 justment from one particular scrambled posi-
 tion to another. Yet, if mistakes are made in
 trying to select a short cut, the cube will
 remain unscrambled indefinitely. Conse-
 quently, cube experts have developed rigidly
 structured solving procedures that employ a
 small repertoire of solving patterns to un-
 scramble the cube. These procedures follow a
 predetermined hierarchical sequence that is
 largely independent of the initial scrambled
 position.'4 However, they almost always re-
 quire a much longer sequence of moves than
 the minimum number needed to unscramble
 the cube. Thus, they are not an approxima-
 tion to the enormously complex behavior
 that would be exhibited by an omniscient
 agent who could immediately select the
 shortest sequence for each scrambled posi-
 tion. Note also that the information needed
 to behave in this fashion (present in the
 initially scrambled patterns on the face of
 the cube) is costless to observe and instantly
 available; one need only look at the cube
 while unscrambling it.

 Finally, consider the research of Herbert
 Simon over a number of years,'5 which has
 shown that decision makers in a variety of
 contexts (including both individual and
 organizational behavior) systematically re-
 strict the use and acquisition of information
 compared to that potentially available. For
 example, Simon's idea of "satisficing" repre-
 sents a feedback mechanism between an in-
 ternal target variable (called the "aspiration
 level") and the scope of information evalu-
 ated to implement that target. Over time, the
 feedback process will both guide and disci-
 pline the use of information and the resulting
 behavioral complexity that will evolve within
 a person or organization. Other learning,

 cognitive processes, and decision algorithms
 can be similarly interpreted.

 The above examples suggest that allowing
 flexibility to react to information or to select
 actions will not necessarily improve perfor-
 mance if there is uncertainty about how to
 use that information or about when to select
 particular actions. Thus, an agent's overall
 performance may actually be improved by
 restricting flexibility to use information or to
 choose particular actions.

 II. How Uncertainty Generates Flexibility
 Constrained Behavior

 The argument to this point has suggested
 that uncertainty due to a C-D gap may gen-
 erate flexibility constrained behavior. The
 next step is to characterize more precisely
 how such uncertainty might produce this re-
 sult. To do so, a simple "reliability condi-
 tion" is developed that specifies when to
 allow or prohibit flexibility to select poten-
 tial actions or to use information that might
 prompt particular actions to be chosen.

 Two major classes of variables determine
 the uncertainty resulting from a C-D gap.
 The first are environmental variables (de-
 noted by e) which determine the complexity
 of the decision problem to be solved by an
 agent (including the complexity of environ-
 mental situations potentially encountered;
 the relative likelihood of these situations;
 and the stability of the relationships that
 determine possible situations and their rela-
 tive likelihood). The second are perceptual
 variables (denoted by p) which characterize
 an agent's competence in deciphering rela-
 tionships between its behavior and the en-
 vironment. 16 Thus, the p and e variables
 determine the "gap" between competence
 and difficulty (the C-D gap) which produces

 '4In following a typical set of instructions, one selects
 a side of the cube and begins by placing either its corner
 or its edge pieces in their proper positions; next, one
 places in sequence the pieces in the middle section;
 finally, one repositions the pieces on the remaining,
 opposite side of the cube (see Czes Kosniowski, 1981).
 Other similar procedures include D. Taylor, 1980; James
 Nourse, 1980; Patrick Bussert, 1981; B. W. Barlow,
 1981.

 '5For example, Simon, 1955, 1959, 1969, 1976, 1978,
 1979a; A. Newell and Simon, 1972.

 16In economics, the p variables might describe mis-
 taken perceptions about what is more preferred, infor-
 mation processing errors, unreliable probability infor-
 mation, etc.; while the e variables describe the complex-
 ity and volatility of both present and future exchange,
 legal, and political conditions. In biology, p might refer
 to the sensory and cognitive mechanisms of an organism,
 and e to the structure and stability of ecological rela-
 tionships involving competition for food or mating
 partners.
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 uncertainty about how to use information in
 selecting potential actions. In general, there
 is greater uncertainty as either an agent's
 perceptual abilities become less reliable or
 the environment becomes more complex.

 These relationships are formally rep-
 resented as a vector-valued function, U=
 u(p,e), which describes the structure of un-
 certainty from a C-D gap characterized by p
 and e. The signs above p and e signify that
 uncertainty is negatively related to an agent's
 perceptual abilities, and positively related to
 the complexity and instability of the environ-
 ment.

 Now consider a conceptual experiment
 about an agent initially limited to a fixed
 repertoire of actions, and ask whether al-
 lowing flexibility to select an additional ac-
 tion will improve the agent's performance.
 Under certain conditions, the new action will
 be more preferred than the other actions in
 the agent's repertoire (the "right" time to
 select the action), but otherwise it will be less
 preferred than one of those actions (the
 "wrong" time to select the action). Depend-
 ing on the likelihood of different situations
 produced by the environment, the probabili-
 ties of the right or wrong time to select the
 action are written as 7(e) and 1 - 7A(e), re-
 spectively.

 Because of uncertainty, the agent will not
 necessarily select the new action when it is
 the right time to do so. The conditional
 probability of selecting the action when it is
 actually the right time is written r(U), where
 the likelihood of so doing depends on the
 structure of uncertainty, U = u(p, e). When
 this happens, the resulting gain in perfor-
 mance (compared to staying within the ini-
 tial repertoire) is written g(e), which depends
 on how the environment affects the conse-
 quences from different actions. Similarly, the
 conditional probability of selecting the new
 action when it is actually the wrong time is
 written w(U), with consequent loss in per-
 formance of l(e).

 In the special case of no uncertainty, the
 new action would always be selected at the
 right time and never at the wrong time, so
 that r = 1 and w = 0. In general, however, the
 presence of uncertainty will imply r < 1 and
 w > O.

 We can intuitively measure the reliability
 of selecting a new action by the ratio r/ w,
 which represents the chance of "correctly"
 selecting the action at the right time relative
 to the chance of "mistakenly" selecting it at
 the wrong time.'7 Greater uncertainty will
 both reduce the chance of correct selections
 and increase the chance of mistaken selec-
 tions, thus causing the ratio r/w to drop (i.e.,
 greater uncertainty reduces the reliability of
 selecting the new action).

 Note also that r(U) and w(U) are not
 assumed to be known to an agent. The rea-
 son is that uncertainty produces mistakes
 about distinguishing the right from the wrong
 conditions to select an action, which distinc-
 tion is necessary to determine the conditional
 probabilities of choosing an action under
 these two sets of conditions. For the same
 reason, the probability of the right situation
 to select an action, 7A(e), may also be un-
 known to an agent. Thus, it is not assumed
 that an agent can tell whether a mistake has
 been made; nor are we necessarily dealing
 with situations where an agent consciously
 decides when to select an action. Rather, the
 more general issue is whether some process
 -conscious or not-will cause (or prevent)
 an "alertness" or "sensitivity" to informa-
 tion that might prompt selection of an ac-
 tion. For example, when will a person de-
 velop an alertness to potential information
 about whether to choose a particular action,
 or whether to modify a previous behavior
 pattern; or when will instinctive mechanisms
 in an organism precondition a sensitivity to
 certain environmental stimuli, while simulta-
 neously blocking alertness to other potential
 stimuli.

 17The probabilities r and w can also be interpreted
 using Type I and Type 2 errors used in statistical
 hypothesis testing. Let the null hypothesis represent the
 right situation to select an action (when it is more
 preferred); while the alternate hypothesis represents the
 wrong situation for selecting it. Thus, intuitively, Type 1
 errors represent excluded benefits from failing to respond
 under the right conditions, while Type 2 errors refer to
 included mistakes from still responding under the wrong
 conditions. If we let t1 and t2 denote the respective
 probabilities of these errors, they characterize r and w

 by r = I - tl, and w = t2. Thus, r equals one minus the
 chance excluded benefits, and w equals the change in
 included mistakes.
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 Now, with the above components, we can
 formulate an answer to the question posed
 earlier: when is the selection of a new action
 sufficiently reliable for an agent to benefit from
 allowingflexibility to select that action.

 To answer this question we must de-
 termine whether the gains g(e) from selecting
 the action under the right conditions (when
 it is actually more preferred) will cumulate
 faster than the losses l(e) from selecting it
 under the wrong conditions (when it is actu-
 ally less preferred). Thus, combine the above
 elements in the following way. Right condi-
 tions occur with probability 7A(e), which are
 correctly recognized with probability r(U);
 so that the expected gain from allowing
 flexibility to select another action is
 g(e)r(U)7"(e). Similarly, the expected loss
 conditional on allowing the action to be
 selected is l(e)w( U )(1 - 7(e)). Accordingly,
 gains will cumulate faster than losses if

 g(e)r(U) "(e) > l(e)w(U)(I - 7(e)). Hence,
 simple rearrangement yields the following
 Reliability Condition:

 r(U) 1(e) 1- (e)

 w( U) 'g(e) 7 (e)

 The left-hand side of the inequality is a
 reliability ratio, r( U )/ w( U), which measures
 the probability of "correctly" responding un-
 der the right circumstances relative to the
 probability of "mistakenly" responding un-
 der the wrong circumstances. The right-hand
 side of the inequality represents a minimum
 lower bound or tolerance limit (hereafter de-
 noted simply by T(e) = l(e)/g(e) x (1 -
 7T(e))/7T(e)), which a reliability ratio must
 satisfy. That is, T(e) determines how likely
 the chance of selecting an action under the
 right conditions must be compared to the
 chance of selecting it under the wrong condi-
 tions before allowing flexibility to select that
 action will improve performance.

 We can intuitively interpret the ratio
 r(U)/w(U) as the "actual" reliability of
 selecting an action, in comparison to the
 minimum "required" reliability specified by
 the tolerance limit, T(e). The components of
 the Reliability Condition summarize a poten-
 tially complex set of relationships between

 an agent's repertoire and the structure of the
 environment.'8 Nevertheless, these relation-
 ships boil down to a conceptually simple
 answer about when to allow flexibility to
 select an additional action: do so if the actual
 reliability in selecting the action exceeds the
 minimum required reliability necessary to im-
 prove performance. Stated in its simplest no-
 tational form, this answer amounts to the
 condition, r/w > T.

 The question which motivated this answer
 was phrased in terms of adding a new action
 to an agent's repertoire. However, once the
 Reliability Condition has been obtained we
 can also apply it to a range of further issues
 about when to allow or ignore particular
 actions. For example, it can be applied to
 dropping actions from a repertoire; namely,
 retain only those actions which satisfy r/w
 > T compared to ignoring them.

 We can also think of the Reliability Con-
 dition as solving a "decision" problem in
 which an agent determines what information
 he will allow to influence his behavior; or
 alternatively, as a "design" problem in en-
 gineering the appropriate information sensi-
 tivity of an agent. For each possible action,
 the Reliability Condition must be satisfied
 before allowing potential information to

 18Both the agent's repertoire and the environment
 may contain a large number of possibilities, and the
 consequences from selecting an action may vary with
 different environmental situations. This will also com-
 plicate how to measure an agent's performance. Regard-
 less of how performance is measured (for example, it
 may involve some kind of average over actions and/or
 environmental conditions), g(e) and /(e) still represent
 the gain or loss in performance from correct or mistaken
 selections, respectively; and r(U), w(U) still represent
 the conditional probabilities of these correct or mistaken
 selections. The probabilities r(U) and w(U) also result
 from a complex set of relationships that determine the
 source and likelihood of particular errors that interact to
 generate these probabilities. In addition, l(e) and g(e)
 may depend on an agent's internal components, such as
 the morphological attributes of an animal.

 The objective of this paper is to develop only the
 bare essential modeling elements needed for a simple
 analytical solution, whose structure is invariant to the
 above-mentioned complications. In particular, the basic
 form of the Reliability Condition will remain the same.
 Much greater detail about the analytical structure, in-
 cluding extensive applications to economics and other
 fields, is now in progress.
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 prompt its selection. Those actions that can
 be guided with sufficient reliability are per-
 mitted; those that cannot are eliminated. In
 this way, an agent's outward behavior is
 determined by his response pattern to poten-
 tial information.'9

 III. Four General Implications

 Now that we have the Reliability Condi-
 tion, its implications in four basic areas are
 briefly discussed.

 A. Uncertainty Generates Rules Which
 are Adapted Only to Likely or

 Recurrent Situations

 Note a simple but important feature of
 the tolerance limit. For any given l/g ratio,
 the likelihood of wrong to right conditions,
 (1 - gj)/g, increases for smaller g"; so that T
 also rises as the probability of right circum-
 stances ST decreases (see Figure 1). Thus, an
 agent must be more reliable in selecting an
 action if the right situations for exhibiting it
 are less likely. Moreover, the required relia-
 bility quickly accelerates to infinity as the like-
 lihood of right situations drops to zero. Thus,
 for a given structure of uncertainty, U =
 u(p,e), which determines the reliability of
 selecting a particular action (i.e., which
 determines the ratio r( U )/ w( U)), the Relia-
 bility Condition will be violated for suffi-
 ciently small but positive, gT(e) > 0.

 This intuitively means that to satisfy the
 Reliability Condition, an agent must ignore
 actions which are appropriate for only " rare"
 or " unusual" situations. Conversely, an
 agent's repertoire must be limited to actions
 which are adapted only to relatively likely or
 "recurrent" situations. Thus, a general char-
 acteristic of such a repertoire is that it ex-

 T(e)

 10

 5

 Allow
 Flexibilty
 to Respond

 Prohibit
 Flexibility

 1 to Respond

 i I F 1Tt (e)
 0 .25 .5 .75 1.0

 FIGURE I

 The curve shows how the tolerance limit T( e) changes
 for a constant l(e)/g(e) ratio (in this case l/g = 1) as
 the probability of right conditions v varies. Note how
 quickly T begins to rise as v drops below .25. The curve
 represents a boundary of minimum reliability that must
 be satisfied (i.e., r/w > T) before responding to infor-
 mation will enhance an agent's performance.

 cludes actions which will in fact enhance
 performance under certain conditions, even
 though those conditions occur with positive
 probability, n(e) > 0. We thus have a formal
 characterization of the pervasive association
 of both human and animal behavior with
 various connotations of "rule-governed" be-
 havior, such as instinct, habits, routines, rules
 of thumb, administrative procedures, cus-
 toms, norms, and so forth. All of these
 phrases refer to some type of rigidity or
 inflexibility in adjusting to different situa-
 tions as a universal qualitative feature of
 behavior.

 Therefore, since behavior patterns which
 satisfy the Reliability Condition must have
 this property, we will call them behavioral
 rules or simply rules. Note that we have been

 19The relationship between information sensitivity
 and output complexity is also recognized in cybernetics;
 see Norbert Weiner, 1948, and W. Ashby, 1956. A
 reference in organizational behavior that refers to this is
 Barry Staw, Lana Sanderlands and Jane Dutton: "... a
 fundamental principle of cybernetics..., the number of
 output discriminations of a system (i.e., its behavioral
 repertoire) is limited by the variety of information inher-
 ent in its input" (1981, p. 517).
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 able to derive the basic rigidity feature which
 justifies attributing to such behavior patterns
 the idea of rules. This contrasts sharply with
 the typical procedure of using the language
 of rules (often with the intent of suggesting
 certain connotations to the reader), yet
 without really justifying from a more basic
 theoretical structure why such terminology is
 appropriate.

 If we use the jargon of standard econom-
 ics, rule-governed behavior means that an
 agent must ignore actions which are actually
 preferred under certain conditions. Thus, as
 intuitively suggested above, the resulting be-
 havior patterns are not an approximation to
 maximizing so as to always choose most
 preferred alternatives (i.e., behaving "as if"
 an agent could successfully maximize with
 no C-D gap).

 In general, rules restrict behavior to only a
 limited repertoire of actions. Such restric-
 tions do not assume an awareness of all the
 potential actions or information which are
 thereby implicitly ignored. Thus, no explicit
 decision about what potential actions to
 ignore is necessarily involved.

 An agent need only be capable of de-
 termining when to select particular actions
 from a limited range of allowable alterna-
 tives. To do so does not require an ability to
 understand why the resulting behavior pat-
 terns evolved. This is obviously the case for
 animals, where we do not expect them to
 have an "intellectual awareness" of why they
 are programmed to exhibit certain behavior
 patterns. Yet even for humans, the general
 characteristic will be an inability to articulate
 a full understanding of why particular behav-
 ior patterns have arisen. This is implied even
 though human behavior is much more flexi-
 ble than that of other species, and even
 though conscious mental processes are in-
 volved in most human behavior patterns.20

 As a simple example involving human be-
 havior, consider the solving methods for
 Rubic's cube mentioned above in Section I.

 The environment represents all of the differ-
 ent scrambled positions or "situations" which
 might eventuate on the face of the cube, of
 which there are over 43 trillion. If each situa-
 tion is produced by a simple random draw
 from the set of possible situations, the proba-
 bility g of the right situation (the appropriate
 scrambled position) arising for any particu-
 lar solving sequence is extremely low. As-
 suming the l/g ratio (resulting from un-
 scrambling the cube in greater or lesser time,
 or number of moves) is not close to zero, the
 required reliability for selecting each of these
 sequences will also be very high. Without
 this ability, the repertoire of solving patterns
 must be severely restricted in order to satisfy
 the Reliability Condition, and structured so
 that their use is largely independent of
 particular scrambled positions (i.e., they are
 adapted only to the recurrent features of the
 environment).

 B. Selection Processes do not Simulate
 Optimizing Behavior

 Up to this point we have thought of
 performance simply in terms of an agent's
 "4 preferences" about the consequences of
 particular actions. Now generalize its mean-
 ing to represent any factor that determines
 whether behavior will continue or persist in
 the environment encountered by an agent.
 This might involve a preference evaluation,
 competition for profits or investment capital,
 or possibly biological determinants of physi-
 cal survival or reproductive probability.
 Whatever the interpretation, we can apply
 the Reliability Condition to determine when
 allowing flexibility to use potential informa-
 tion or to select actions will improve rather
 than worsen performance.

 Now suppose the actual process generat-
 ing behavior is an evolutionary process that
 tends to select relatively superior perfor-
 mance at any point of time. From what has
 already been derived, this implies that such
 selection processes will tend to produce
 rule-governed behavior that is not an ap-
 proximation to always selecting actions that
 maximize performance. Thus, in general,
 evolutionary processes will not generate
 simulations to optimizing behavior. Rather,

 20 For related comments about the legitimacy of
 standard psychotherapy practices, see Donald Camp-
 bell's 1975 presidential address to the American Psycho-
 logical Association.
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 they will tend to produce rules that sys-
 tematically restrict the flexibility of behavior
 compared to that which would be exhibited
 by a full optimizer in the absence of uncer-
 tainty.

 As mentioned earlier, this implication di-
 rectly contradicts one of the dominant justi-
 fications for assuming agents are able to
 optimize. Predictable behavior is not an "as
 if" simulation to optimizing, but rather will
 evolve only to the extent that agent's are
 unable to maximize because of uncertainty.

 Generalizing the meaning of performance
 also implies that we are not necessarily deal-
 ing with traditional economic agents, such as
 consumer, firm, worker, investor, etc. Rather,
 we can think of an agent as any system of
 interacting components. For example, a sys-
 tem might refer to biological entities such as
 individual organisms, species, ecological sys-
 tems, or possibly to subsystems within
 organisms studied in physiology or mo-
 lecular biology. Still other examples might
 be computers or other artificial cybernetic
 mechanisms.

 Whatever the interpretation, the Reliabil-
 ity Condition characterizes when to allow
 flexibility to use information or select actions
 applicable to that interpretation. For exam-
 ple, we might apply it to the following situa-
 tions: when is it the right time to unscramble
 Rubic's cube by starting from a middle sec-
 tion rather than from one of its outer sec-
 tions; when is it the right time to purchase
 more of a particular commodity rather than
 other commodities; when is it the right time
 to search for additional price or quality in-
 formation about potential future purchasing
 decisions; when is it the right time for an
 animal to deviate from its usual foraging
 strategies for food; when is it the right time
 to cooperate by helping other individuals
 (i.e., when is it the right time to be "altruis-
 tic" rather than "selfish"); 21 when is it the
 right time to modify genetic information to
 perpetuate traits acquired in the lifetime of a

 particular organism (i.e., when is it the right
 time to use "Lamarkian" genetic transmis-
 sion);22 or more generally, when is it the
 right time to use feedback from the environ-
 ment to modify behavior (i.e., when is it the
 right time to "learn")?

 C. Weak Selection Processes May Allow
 Dysfunctional Behavior to Persist

 The preceding discussion implicitly as-
 sumed that selection processes would quickly
 eliminate relatively inferior performers. If this
 is actually the case, the Reliability Condition
 implies the evolution of behavioral rules that
 appropriately structure and limit the flexibil-
 ity of behavior. The empirical examples that
 helped motivate the formal analysis also in-
 volved behavior produced in highly competi-
 tive conditions (i.e., biological competition
 for survival between nonhuman agents;
 strategies to win at blackjack, or in prisoner's
 dilemma games, or in Rubic's cube contests;
 organizations competing in exchange en-
 vironments for profits or investment capital,
 etc.).

 On the other hand, what if there is some-
 thing about the environment that only slug-
 gishly weeds out worse performers, or which
 only infrequently produces situations that
 severely punish vulnerable behavior. This
 possibility is fundamentally important when
 genuine uncertainty exists, because there is
 no magical element (empirically or in theory)
 to guarantee that only appropriately struc-
 tured behavior will evolve. Indeed, the core
 assumption is literally the absence of ability
 to decifer all of the complexity of the en-
 vironment; especially one whose very struc-
 ture itself evolves over time.

 Thus, consider an evolving world pro-
 duced through a mixture of selective pro-
 cesses. These processes will have varying de-
 grees of severity in reacting to differential
 performance between competing agents. Such
 a world will be a continual mixture of ap-
 propriately and inappropriately structured
 behavior. In some cases, weak selection
 processes may allow relatively dysfunctional

 21Hirshleifer uses "recognition coefficients" (which
 represent particular examples of the r(U) and w(U)
 probabilities) to determine the reliability of helping
 strategies in identifying other agents with altruistic traits
 (1982, pp. 26-29). See also W. D. Hamilton, 1964; John
 Maynard Smith, 1964; Robert Trivers, 1971.

 220n the "irreversibility" of genetic translation, see
 Jacques Monod, 1972, pp. 104-17.
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 behavior to persist: possibly with worse aver-
 age performance than other agents; or with
 slowly dwindling performance over time; or
 with vulnerable performance that awaits only
 the next infrequent but severe test to chal-
 lenge its further persistence in the environ-
 ment.

 This is clearly a different view from trying
 to comprehend the world as continually
 tending toward optimizing behavior. Indeed,
 we may be able to explain major features
 about the structure, occurrence, and error
 patterns of dysfunctional behavior. Only one
 class of possibilities is mentioned here, and
 briefly reconsidered at the conclusion of this
 paper. In particular, we can analyze the pat-
 tern of vulnerable behavior arising from
 political institutions, especially in the form
 of dysfunctional complexity in trying to
 manipulate the outcomes resulting from ex-
 change competition. Specific instances of this
 issue have had a long history in economics
 about the scope of government regulation,
 and the debate over discretionary vs. rigid
 monetary policy.23

 D. Greater Uncertainty will Cause Rule-
 Governed Behavior to be More Predictable

 What is the effect of greater uncertain-
 ty on rule-governed behavior? In general,
 greater uncertainty (from either less reliable
 perceptual abilities or a more unpredictable
 environment) will both reduce the chance of
 recognizing the right situation to select an
 action, and increase the chance of not recog-
 nizing the wrong situation for selecting it.
 That is, greater uncertainty will both reduce
 r(U) and increase w(U), so that the reliabil-
 ity ratios, r( U )/ w( U), of particular actions
 will drop.

 As these ratios drop, some of them may no
 longer exceed their respective tolerance limits,
 resulting in violations of the Reliability Con-
 dition. More violations will occur as uncer-
 tainty becomes more pervasive. Thus, greater
 uncertainty will cause behavioral rules to be
 more restrictive in eliminating particular ac-
 tions or response patterns to potential infor-
 mation. This will further constrain behavior
 to simpler, less sophisticated patterns which
 are easier for an observer to recognize and
 predict. Therefore, greater uncertainty will
 cause rule-governed behavior to exhibit in-
 creasingly predictable regularities, so that un-
 certainty becomes the basic source of predict-
 able behavior.

 This is the most important implication of
 my analysis, one that has far-reaching impli-
 cations across a diverse range of fields. It
 also has important implications for how we
 have been trying to model behavior. It im-
 plies that genuine uncertainty, far from being
 unanalyzable or irrelevant to understanding
 behavior, is the very source of the empirical
 regularities that we have sought to explain by
 excluding such uncertainty.24 This means that
 the conceptual basis for most of our existing
 models is seriously flawed.

 A major symptom of this has been the
 dominant tendency to model more complex
 decision problems by implicitly upgrading
 the competence of the agent to handle that
 complexity (so that traditional optimizing
 concepts can be used). For example, the
 number of decision alternatives or competing
 agents is increased, or complex probabilistic
 contingencies are introduced, or repercus-
 sions from future events are permitted, etc.
 Over the years this has resulted in the char-
 acterization of increasingly sophisticated,

 23Another area involves differences in productivity
 between U.S. and Japanese industrial firms, because of
 differential ability either to manage a complex internal
 use of inputs, or to adjust to volatile external marketing
 conditions ("just in time" rather than "just in case"
 inventory management; greater employee discretion in
 production line monitoring; longer promotion, invest-
 ment, and R&D planning horizons; etc.) See William
 Abernathy, Kim Clark, and A. Kantrow, 1981; Y.
 Mondon, 1981; Y. Sugimori, K. Kusunoki, and S. Cho,
 1977; R. Clark, 1979; Anthony Athos and Richard
 Pascale, 1981; William Ouchi, 1981.

 24The various authors that have emphasized the
 importance of uncertainty (for example, Frank Knight,
 1921; the Australian view typified by F. A. Hayek, 1967,
 and Israel Kirzner, 1973; the subjectivist views of
 G. L. S. Shackle, 1969, 1972; etc.) have given the
 impression that genuine uncertainty and its effects can-
 not be represented with formal modeling tools. The
 approach suggested here is quite different: to harness
 the determinants of uncertainty in a modeling structure
 that characterizes regularity in behavior. Closely related
 ideas have also been recently analyzed by Richard
 Bookstaber and Joseph Langsam, 1983.
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 "optimal" behavior strategies, with little fruit
 in understanding observed behavior.

 This trend is typified by recent Bayesian
 models of optimal risk behavior, which are
 synonymous with sophisticated continually
 updated response to new information. Some
 examples are optimal "search" models that
 specify various sequential strategies for job
 search, price or quality information, etc.25
 Yet, they bypass the issue that overides ev-
 erything else: when to permit any search
 given the uncertainty in detecting whether
 the positive gains from efficient search
 strategies will outweigh the required search
 costs; especially when a diverse range of
 search opportunities might eventuate, and
 the timing of these future opportunities is
 also unknown.

 IV. Explaining Predictable Behavior:

 Framework and Illustration

 The reliability theory briefly outlined
 above can be applied to the full spectrum of
 cases produced by different structures of un-
 certainty. It thus represents a general frame-
 work for analyzing behavior under all of
 these possibilities. On the other hand, stan-
 dard choice theory analyzes the special case
 where there is no uncertainty due to a C-D
 gap.26

 The narrowness of standard optimizing
 concepts is evidenced in the dominant tend-

 ency (even after years of extensive experience
 with conventional models) to steer away from
 incorporating genuine uncertainty into the
 analysis of behavior.27 In contrast, the Relia-
 bility Condition directly harnesses the
 determinants of uncertainty to characterize
 regularity in behavior. This amounts to a
 reversal of the explanation assumed in stan-
 dard economics, which places these determi-
 nants in the residual "error term" between
 observed behavior and the more systematic
 patterns claimed to result from optimization.

 Thus, the idea of uncertainty as the source
 of predictable behavior is both a generaliza-
 tion and a major shift away from the ex-
 planatory framework of existing models, one
 that may be of importance to a number of
 fields. The following statements briefly sum-
 marize the major differences between the
 new framework (the economics of genuine
 uncertainty) and that of traditional optimiza-
 tion theory:

 1) The basic theoretical objective is to
 understand the behavioral implications of
 genuine uncertainty, rather than the impli-
 cations of maximizing for a given set of
 preferences or expectations. Genuine uncer-
 tainty results from a gap in an agent's deci-
 sion competence relative to the difficulty in
 selecting more preferred alternatives, so that
 error and surprise cannot be avoided.

 2) A wide range of factors contribute to
 uncertainty. In economics, these include
 cognitive limitations in processing given
 information or in interpreting potential in-
 formation from the environment; vulnerable
 perceptions about preferences or expec-
 tations taken as given in traditional choice
 models; unreliable probability or expected
 utility information taken as given in stan-
 dard risk-behavior theory. In addition, un-
 certainty may involve the ability to infer
 from past experience what was misunder-
 stood that led to previous error; or the abil-

 25See, for example, David Blackwell and M. A.
 Girshick, 1979; Thomas Ferguson, 1967; Peter
 Diamond and Michael Rothschild, 1978; Stephen
 Lippman and John McCall, 1979; Hirshleifer and
 John Riley, 1979.

 26fThis conclusion also applies to the more recent
 models of behavior under uncertainty, which assume
 agents can infer reliable probabilities of future situa-
 tions; and also recognize all possible events that might
 eventuate, or possible actions that might be useful to
 select. Such ability to comprehend the future is much
 more difficult than avoiding computational mistakes in
 a static world of known utility information over a fixed
 set of options. Consequently, these models are not mov-
 ing closer but rather further away from dealing with
 genuine uncertainty due to a C-D gap. The reason is
 that in order to apply traditional optimizing concepts,
 the competence of the agent has been implicitly upgraded
 to handle the extra complexity resulting from an unpre-
 dictable future. On this issue, see the closing remarks of
 John Hey, 1979, pp. 232-34.

 27For example, a recent statement by Lucas flatly
 concludes: "In situations of risk, the hypothesis of
 rational behavior on the part of agents will have usable
 content, so that behavior may be explainable in terms of

 economic theory.... In cases of uncertainty, economic
 reasoning will be of little value" (1981, p. 224; see also
 p. 223).
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 ity to identify potential actions which might
 be selected, or contingencies that might af-
 fect the consequences of future behavior.28

 3) Optimizing with no uncertainty in
 choosing more preferred alternatives does not
 tend to produce systematic and stable regu-
 larity in behavior. Rather, it tends to destroy
 such regularity as successively more informa-
 tion can be reliably interpreted in guiding
 more complex behavior. This does not mean
 that formal optimization tools cannot be
 used, but rather that understanding how un-
 certainty affects behavior will systematically
 redirect the formulation of models and the
 questions to which they would be applied.

 4) Predictable regularities of behavior
 are the manifestation of behavioral rules that
 represent patterns of behavior for which de-
 viations exist that are preferred under certain
 conditions, but which are nevertheless ig-
 nored because of uncertainty in reliably in-
 terpreting potential information about when
 to deviate.

 5) Intrinsic to behavioral rules is the
 ignoring or lack of alertness to potential
 information, the reaction to which would
 direct behavior into more complex deviations
 from such rules; even though such informa-
 tion may be costless to observe. Conversely,
 it is the alertness or sensitivity to informa-
 tion that determines the patterns and com-
 plexity of rules manifested in behavior. The
 Reliability Condition is a simple but general
 characterization of when greater flexibility to
 administer more complex behavior or to use
 more information will improve rather than
 worsen performance.

 6) Behavioral rules not only involve out-
 ward symptoms of information sensitivity,
 but also internal mechanisms that generate
 such sensitivity. Thus, research in fields such
 as psychology, biology, and engineering has

 direct bearing on the structure of such rules.
 In contrast, traditional economic models have
 largely ignored research in these and other
 fields.

 To help see the range of issues unified by
 the above analytical framework, a few illus-
 trations are briefly presented.

 A. The Consistency of Rule-Governed
 Behavior

 Traditional choice theory has tended to
 equate normative rationality with logical
 consistency of behavior, as described by vari-
 ous transitivity, intertemporal consistency,
 probability assessment, and other assumed
 conditions. For example, Jacques Dreze pro-
 vides the following evaluation of the risk
 behavior axioms of standard expected utility
 theory:

 ... a consistent decision-maker is as-
 sumed always to be able to compare
 (transitively) the attractiveness of acts,
 or hypothetical acts and of conse-
 quences as well as the likelihood of
 events. These requirements are minimal,
 in the sense that no consistency of be-
 haviour may be expected if any one of
 them is violated; but they are very
 strong, in the sense that all kinds of
 comparisons are assumed possible, many
 of which may be quite remote from the
 range of experience of the decision-
 maker. This is also the reason why the
 axioms have more normative appeal
 than descriptive realism; few people
 would insist on maintaining, conscious-
 ly, choices that violate them, but their
 spontaneous behaviour may frequent-
 ly fail to display such rigorous con-
 sistency.

 [ 1974, p. 1 1, emphasis added]

 Dreze is quick to acknowledge and discount
 the descriptive validity of the expected utility
 axioms, but like many others he still feels
 secure in their normative validity in char-
 acterizing truly rational behavior under un-
 certainty.29 Nevertheless, one might ask what

 28The latter determinants have recently been
 described as particular types of uncertainty, such as
 parametric versus structural knowledge by Richard
 Langlois (1983) and "extended" uncertainty by Book-
 staber and Langsam. They are extensions of the " unlist-
 ability problem" introduced by Shackle (1972). Whatever
 terminology or type of uncertainty is involved, we can
 characterize regularity in behavior depending on how
 each type of uncertainty affects the reliability of using
 information or selecting potential actions.

 29See, for example, John von Neumann and Oskar
 Morgenstem, 1944, pp. 17-30; L. J. Savage, 1954, pp.
 6-7, 19-21, 56-68, 82-84; Friedman and Savage, 1948.
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 would be the implication of a logically cor-
 rect set of axioms (or a decision algorithm
 for search and learning behavior) if obeying
 those axioms (or using the algorithm) would
 require the use and sensitive response to unre-
 liable information (for example, information
 remote from the range of experience of a
 decision maker)? To the extent this is the
 case, rule-governed behavior will ignore such
 axioms (or a decision algorithm) regardless
 of the logical properties violated in disobey-
 ing them.30 Similar issues apply to tradi-
 tional microeconomic theory. For example,
 what if preferences are less reliable for com-
 modity bundles remote to a consumer's nor-
 mal purchasing experience? Must we avoid
 this likely possibility in assuming fully con-
 nected preferences? Or is the violation of this
 assumption itself a major source of price-
 response regularities of consumers?

 B. Social Institutions Evolve Because
 of Uncertainty

 Neoclassical decision and general equi-
 librium models are typically without any ex-
 plicit institutional structure, and have thus
 tended to direct attention away from ques-
 tions about the evolution of particular forms
 of market organization and other social in-
 stitutions.3' In contrast, the Reliability Con-
 dition naturally suggests the systematic im-
 portance of such institutions to determine

 the scope and complexity of exchange rela-
 tionships, and other social interactions in-
 volving cultural norms, customs, and aggres-
 sive behavior.

 In this regard, it is noteworthy that
 Schotter's recent book on the theory of in-
 stitutions defines them in a manner im-
 mediately implied by the Reliability Condi-
 tion: "A social institution is a regularity in
 social behavior that... specifies behavior in
 specific recurrent situations, and is either
 self-policed or policed by some external
 authority" (p. 11).

 Thus, evolved institutions are social rule-
 mechanisms for dealing with recurrent situa-
 tions faced by agents in different societies.
 That is, institutions are regularities in the
 interaction between agents that arise because
 of uncertainty in deciphering the complex
 interdependencies created by these interac-
 tions.32 I will return to this topic in Section
 V below, which considers the evolution of
 legal and exchange institutions.

 A persistent theme in human literature
 illustrates a closely related issue that has
 been largely ignored by traditional choice
 theory; namely, the attempt of individuals to
 constrain or bind the flexibility of their ac-
 tions.33 A famous example in The Odyssey
 describes Ulysses trying to prevent himself
 from responding to the allurement of certain
 sirens: "....but you must bind me hard and
 fast, so that I cannot stir from the spot where

 30See Paul Slovic and Amos Tversky, 1974, Slovic
 and Sarah Lichtenstein, 1983; Dirk Wendt, 1975; D.
 Conrath, 1973; Detlof Winterfeldt, 1980; and for sys-
 tematic empirical evidence see Daniel Kahneman and
 Tversky, 1979, 1981, 1982; Ward Edwards, 1962;
 William Fellner, 1961; R. M. Hogarth, 1975. Some
 recent attempts to modify standard expected utility
 theory by dropping the "independence" or "substitu-
 tion" axiom include Mark Machina, 1982 (equivalence
 relationships to global risk-aversion axioms); Graham
 Loomes and Robert Sugden, 1982, 1983 (regret theory);
 and S. H. Chew and K. R. MacCrimmon, 1979a, b;
 Peter Fishbum, 1981; R. Weber, 1982 (alpha-utility
 theory).

 3'See the following diverse range of analytical per-
 spectives, including Alchian, 1950; James Buchanan,
 1975, 1977; Buchanan and H. G. Brennan, 1981; Ronald
 Coase, 1937; Carl Dahlman, 1980; Demsetz, 1967;
 Hayek, 1967, 1973; Menger, 1871, 1883; Nelson and
 Sidney Winter, 1982; Andrew Schotter, 1981; Joseph
 Schumpeter, 1942; Oliver Williamson, 1975, 1979, 1981.

 32 Consider a person within a complex interdepen-
 dent society, where uncertainty in deciphering these
 interdependencies quickly increases as they widen be-
 yond his immediate experience. The Reliability Condi-
 tion implies that his behavior will quickly become insen-
 sitive to nonlocal social contingencies. If among such
 contingencies are effects on other individuals, this im-
 plies a relatively sensitive or "self-interested" motiva-
 tion toward a person's own self (and family), and away
 from alertness or "sympathy" toward other persons.
 This implication underlies the ideas Adam Smith devel-
 oped in the Theory of Moral Sentiments, published prior
 to the Wealth of Nations. See Coase (1976) for a number
 of passages from the Theory of Moral Sentiments; for
 example, Smith, 1969, pp. 321-23, 347-48, 109-10.

 33See John Elster, 1979; R. H. Strotz, 1955; and N.
 Howard, 1971. Another classic moral dilemma of great
 literature poses the protagonist in a situation with
 abnormally convincing information that "right circum-
 stances" are at hand to engage in behavior precluded by
 social or religious norms.
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 you shall stand me... and if I beg you to
 release me, you must tighten and add to my
 bonds."

 C. Uncertainty and the Reliability
 of Expectations

 Both past and present economic models
 are crucially dependent on how they incor-
 porate expectations in guiding behavior.
 Economists have been aware that beliefs
 about the future are often mistaken, and thus
 have been uneasy in both formulating and
 applying their models.34 More recently, "ra-
 tional expectations" models have attempted
 to resolve these problems by assuming that
 expectations correctly identify the mean and
 variance of stochastic variables that affect
 future environmental contingencies.35 A key
 motivation for such models is to predict how
 "optimal" behavior will respond to changes
 in the structure of the environment, espe-
 cially changes influenced by government
 policy. Yet, from a broader perspective, it is
 clear that most species that have evolved in
 nature exhibit relatively programmed behav-
 ior patterns that are highly insensitive to
 environmental changes, even if such rigidity
 results in their extinction. At best, such mod-
 els could apply more broadly only by contin-
 ually introducing specializing assumptions
 about the type of expectation "rationality"
 guiding the behavior of particular species.

 Thus, in all of our existing models, either
 we are analyzing the maximizing response to
 possibly wrong expectations, or we avoid this
 issue by assuming expectations are reliable.
 In order to make progress in analyzing the
 role of expectations, we must understand
 how their use and formation are affected by
 genuine uncertainty in comprehending the
 future. For example, how reliable are agents'
 abilities to formulate beliefs about the fu-
 ture; and given the vulnerability of such
 beliefs, when will agents sensitively react to
 them, or when will they be alert to informa-
 tion that might prompt them to revise them?

 D. The Pattern of Behavioral Complexity
 Evidenced in Nature

 My departure from standard choice theory
 was suggested by the general pattern of
 animals having a larger C-D gap than hu-
 mans, yet regularity in their behavior is much
 more noticeable than for humans. The Relia-
 bility Condition implies a simple formal
 characterization of this overall pattern. Sup-
 pose we start with a given combination of
 the p and e variables, and consider a concep-
 tual experiment where the e variables are
 held fixed, but the perceptual abilities of an
 agent are successively reduced compared to
 their initial effectiveness. This will increase
 the uncertainty in administering the initial
 behavioral repertoire, thus reducing the relia-
 bility ratios of particular actions. As already
 discussed, greater uncertainty will in general
 require a more inflexible structure of rules;
 that is, some of the actions in the initial
 repertoire must be excluded because their
 selection no longer satisfies the Reliability
 Condition.

 Now apply this result to us as human
 observers watching other species with less
 reliable cognitive equipment than ourselves.
 We should notice a systematic pattern of
 greater rigidity and inflexibility in non-
 human species compared to our own behav-
 ior. This implication is testable to the extent
 that the effectiveness of different species'
 cognitive abilities can be independently mea-
 sured from simply watching outward behav-
 ior (for example, relative brain to body mass).
 In addition, if we compare across a number
 of species, there should emerge a general
 pattern that correlates greater rigidity in be-
 havior with less effective cognitive equip-
 ment.36

 These implications characterize a perva-
 sive qualitative pattern, one that is systemati-
 cally evidenced in the comparative study of
 different species. Yet, they were obtained in
 a very simple way from the Reliability Con-
 dition. This is a significant indication that we
 are on the right track in understanding be-

 34See John Hicks, 1935; Richard Muth, 1961; Axel
 Leijonhufvud, 1968, pp. 366-85, Rudiger Dombusch
 and Stanley Fischer, 1978, pp. 270-75, 283-86.

 35See for example, Thomas Sargent, 1979, and Lucas,
 1981.

 36For analysis of some of the more rigid, "forced"
 behavior movements of simple organisms, and other
 major instinctive patterns, see Roger Brown and Richard
 Herrnstein, 1975, pp. 23-31.
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 havior, especially in developing a modeling
 structure that naturally suggests the very
 consideration of such questions.

 E. Explaining Instinctive Behavior

 The currently accepted explanation of in-
 stinctive rigidities is that they accomplish
 some function which is useful or adaptive
 most of the time for the natural environ-
 ments in which they are exhibited.37 But as
 already discussed, this feature is itself im-
 plied by the Reliability Condition; namely,
 that rule-governed behavior will ignore ad-
 justment to unlikely contingencies, thus
 limiting response patterns to only the more
 probable or recurrent features of the en-
 vironment. A number of implications con-
 cerning ecological structure, niches, extinc-
 tion, etc., can also be derived (rather than
 simply described or assumed) from the anal-
 ysis.

 Explanation of specific behavioral rigidi-
 ties can be obtained by using the Reliability
 Condition, r/ w> T, with explicit variables
 and assumptions about an organism's per-
 ceptual components (p) in terms of the
 sensory (s) and cognitive (c) attributes of
 particular organisms. In addition, we can
 introduce morphological (m) attributes of
 organisms, along with the environmental
 variables (e) which determine the structure
 of the environment. By understanding how
 these variables (denoted z = (s, c, m, e)) affect
 the reliability and tolerance limit compo-
 nents of the model, particular rule structures
 can be derived and compared with observed
 behavior of different organisms (including
 humans).

 F. Brief Application to Imprinting

 Consider very briefly the phenomenon of
 imprinting.38 Suppose that responding to a

 particular pattern in the environment is cru-
 cial to an organism's survival (for example,
 following its parents). Suppose also that
 without highly developed cognitive mecha-
 nisms, if the organism did not initially know
 the particular pattern, then it could not reli-
 ably distinguish that pattern from a number
 of similar patterns (i.e., a newly born
 organism could not reliably distinguish its
 parents from similar adults); but given a
 specific reference pattern to "lock onto," it
 can reliably distinguish it from other similar
 patterns. However, if the wrong pattern is
 locked onto, the organism's survival would
 be severely jeopardized.

 In particular, the probability of right cir-
 cumstances 7 to lock onto a pattern is often
 a function of time since an organism's birth
 (for example, 7(t) is the chance of seeing
 only an organism's parents at time t since
 birth). Recalling that the required reliability
 (i.e., the tolerance limit T) will quickly in-
 crease as 7 drops to zero, we can derive the
 following two-stage behavioral process: stage
 one is a pattern-locking mechanism that re-
 acts to whatever pattern first appears after
 the mechanism is initiated; while stage two is
 a resistance mechanism that severely con-
 strains stage one to only certain sensitive
 periods for which the required reliability is
 very low (i.e., 7T(t) is close to 1.0).

 It can further be shown that the implied
 sensitive periods will be highly predictable
 across particular organisms of a species. In
 addition, comparative regularities across
 species in relatively sensitive learning periods
 can be derived. For example, we can char-
 acterize less rigidly patterned sensitivity
 phases in the development of human children
 in acquiring language, and the display of
 other cognitive skills.39

 G. Punctuated Dynamics for Scientific
 Inquiry

 The work of Thomas Kuhn (1962) (see
 also Popper, 1969; Lakatos and Musgrave,

 37The classic reference on instinct is Nino Tinbergen,
 1951 (for example, pp. 151-84, especially 156-57 and
 152-53). Other references include John Alcock, 1979,
 pp. 57-76, 87-102; Brown and Hermstein, 1975, pp.
 31-59; William Keeton, 1980, pp. 490-512, especially
 503, 494, 496, 498; Eric Pianka, 1978, pp. 82-86, 152-53.

 38See Alcock, 1979, pp. 67-73; Keeton, 1980, pp.
 498-500; Konrad Lorenz, 1981, pp. 259, 275-87; David
 McFarland, 1982, pp. 303-05; W. R. Hess, 1973.

 39See for example, Alcock, 1979, pp. 73-79; E. Mavis
 Hetherington and Ross Park, 1979; R. Grinder, 1962;
 Lawrence Kohlberg, 1966, 1969; N. Chomsky, 1972; J.
 Piaget, 1947, 1952. For related material from ethology,
 see Lorenz, 1981.
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 1970) has emphasized a systematic pattern of
 resistance in the behavior of scientists to
 quick and sensitive reaction to new ideas and
 theories. Yet, when sufficient anomalies and
 awkwardly interpreted evidence about a pre-
 vious theory build up, a major shift in ideas
 (a "scientific revolution") will relatively
 quickly occur. This is an illustration of dy-
 namic properties discussed below in Section
 VI. The Reliability Condition also implies
 other features in the behavior of scientists,
 such as: (a) resistance to accepting or using
 several competing theories unless there also
 exist easy to decipher (and reliable) criteria
 of when to switch between them; (b) similar
 resistance to incorporating new concepts or
 variables into accepted theories unless reli-
 able criteria on how to use them are avail-
 able (consider an economist's reaction to
 incorporating sociological variables into eco-
 nomic models); (c) differences in accepting
 and rewarding (salary, promotion, etc.) theo-
 retical vs. empirical research in different
 fields depending on the reliability of ob-
 servable data studied in those fields (for
 example, see Leijonhufvud's 1973 parody
 about "Life Among the Econ").40

 H. Uncertainty and Consensus in
 Social Judgments

 Finally, in the area of ethics and social
 policy, consider the theory of justice ad-
 vanced by John Rawls (1971). Underlying
 his whole analysis is the recognition that if
 individuals have reliable information about
 their own future circumstances (will they be
 smart or resourceful, or have special educa-
 tional opportunities, or own highly valued
 property, etc.), they will respond to such
 information in the way they view social
 policies and institutions that would affect
 their particular situations.4" This will pro-
 duce a wide diversity of opinions about how

 to formulate and apply normative principles.
 Hence, in order to produce a highly uniform
 consensus or regularity in social judgments,
 Rawls introduced a pervasive uncertainty
 into the conceptual problem in the form of a
 " veil of ignorance." Such a procedure virtu-
 ally eliminates reliable information (even in
 probabilistic form) about any particular indi-
 vidual's specific future circumstances that
 might eventuate depending on what princi-
 ples are mutually agreed to by the whole
 group.42 With a sufficient structure of uncer-
 tainty, individual judgments might be con-
 strained to possibly a single, universally
 accepted principle of justice to guide social
 policy.

 The important point is that the source of
 such a universal consensus, as well as the
 other behavior patterns discussed above, is
 uncertainty in using potential information
 about when to deviate from these regulari-
 ties.

 V. Application to Economic Modeling

 In this section, the Reliability Condition is
 briefly applied to a few modeling issues in
 standard economics.

 A. Reluctance to Insure Against
 Rare Disasters

 Extensive empirical studies have shown
 that people are reluctant to insure themselves
 against large but rare disasters, in a manner
 that directly contradicts expected utility the-
 ory (see Howard Kunreuther et al., 1978). A
 recent statement by Kenneth Arrow sum-
 marizes the dilemma posed for standard
 " uncertainty" theory:

 A striking real life situation has given
 grounds for doubt about the validity of
 the expected utility hypothesis. Since
 1969, the U.S. government has offered
 flood insurance at rates which are well
 below their actuarial value ... Under the
 usual hypothesis of risk aversion, any

 40Edward Leamer's work (1978) illustrates another
 issue about the reliability of model testing and formula-
 tion, which can be viewed as methodological rule-mech-
 anisms to restrict "specification searches" used to claim
 empirical support for a theory. See Thomas Cooley and
 Stephen LeRoy (1981) for an application of Leamer's
 methodology to evaluating previous work on the de-
 mand for money.

 41See Rawls, 1971, pp. 18-19, 137-38, 140, 149.

 42See Rawls, 1971, pp. 150, 154-55. Notice in these
 passages how Rawls believes that a crucial feature of the
 veil of ignorance is the inability to formulate reliable
 probability information about the impact of social con-
 tingencies on particular individuals.
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 individual should certainly be willing
 to undertake a favorable bet.... Yet,
 until the government increased the
 pressure by various incentives, very few
 took out this insurance.... The main
 distinguishing characteristic of those
 who took out flood insurance was
 acquaintance with others who took out
 insurance. This might be taken as an
 explanation in terms of information
 costs, but the information seems so easy
 to acquire and the stakes so large that
 this hypothesis hardly seems tenable.

 [1981, p. 2]

 In contrast, the above analysis immediately
 suggests that even costless information will
 be ignored if the behavior resulting from its
 use will not satisfy the Reliability Condition,
 (recall that solving procedures for Rubic's
 cube systematically ignore costless informa-
 tion available simply by looking at the cube
 while unscrambling it). The real issue is why
 are agents reluctant to engage in behavior
 that might be prompted by such information.

 Consider a brief sketch of the insurance
 behavior phenomenon. As the probability, p,
 of a disaster goes to zero, the number of such
 extremely rare but conceivable events grows
 indefinitely large. Given any positive setup
 costs of insuring against each of these possi-
 bilities, the total insurance cost will eventu-
 ally exceed a person's (finite) wealth. Thus, it
 is clearly not appropriate to insure against
 all of them. (What do we call someone who
 is constantly trying to protect against rare
 but serious sickness; and what would happen
 to total output net of the demand for medi-
 cal services if everyone exhibited this pro-
 pensity?)

 The above argument implies that the prob-
 ability of the right time to insure, 7, is
 bounded by the ratio of a person's wealth to
 total insurance cost; so that 7 approaches
 zero as p approaches zero. Thus, the required
 reliability will steeply rise for sufficiently
 rare disasters (i.e., the tolerance limit T will
 begin to accelerate toward infinity as p ap-
 proaches zero-see Figure 1).4 Note also

 that rare events are precisely those which are
 remote to a person's normal experience, so
 that uncertainty in detecting which rare dis-
 asters to insure against increases as p ap-
 proaches zero. Such greater uncertainty will
 reduce the reliability of insurance decisions
 (i.e., reduce the ration r/w) as disasters be-
 come increasingly remote to a person's nor-
 mal experience.

 As a result of the above factors, the re-
 quired reliability of when to insure increases
 sharply just when the actual reliability is
 dropping. Thus, at some point as p ap-
 proaches zero, the Reliability Condition will
 be violated (i.e., T will rise above the falling
 r/w ratio). This implies people will switch
 from typically buying to typically ignoring
 insurance options, which is just the pattern
 documented in Kunreuther's 1978 study.

 We can also show that after a person
 switches to ignoring insurance, he will be
 very reluctantly convinced to insure by any
 information source, except those local to his
 normal experience (for example, a neighbor, a
 relative, or an "acquaintance" as suggested
 in the above quotation). Note further that
 ignoring insurance does not necessarily mean
 a person consciously decides to ignore all the
 various potential insurance options-either
 those obtainable by contacting an insurance
 agent, or many other ones for which no
 market insurance is available.

 This is a simple example of a more general
 implication: agents will only become alert or
 sensitive to information about options whose
 selection is reliable; or conversely, they will
 fail to become aware of information about
 options whose selection is unreliable. Another
 example of selective alertness to information
 is the use (or disuse) of marginal cost infor-
 mation to make production decisions, dis-
 cussed next.

 43 Consider also very briefly the behavior of the l/g
 ratio of the tolerance limit. The loss / will be a negative
 function of the expected value of the disaster losses
 (denoted E(p)) relative to the expected value of the

 insurance costs (denoted C( p)); that is, / is a negative
 function of E(p)/C(p) = v(p), denoted l(v(p)). Simi-
 larly, g is a positive function of v(p), denoted g(v(p)).
 Now think of a sequence of actuarily fair or "pure"
 insurance options for which v(p) 1. If the estimated
 v( p) is close to zero, then the l/g ratio will not deviate
 substantially from l(l)/g(l). When this result is coupled
 with a steeply rising (1 - 7,(p))/1,(p) ratio asp - 0, we
 have the same acceleration implied for T( p) _ l(l)/g(l)
 X(1 -7T(p))/7T(p)
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 B. Spontaneous Alertness to Marginal
 Cost Information in Simple
 Production Environments

 A memorable episode in the history of
 economics was the marginalist controversy
 about whether businessmen use marginal cost
 calculations to guide their production deci-
 sions. The debate prompted Alchian to write
 "Uncertainty, Evolution, and Economic
 Theory" (1950). This was the article that first
 explicitly justified optimization theory as an
 explanatory tool to predict the outcome of
 selection processes (i.e., selection processes
 will produce simulations to optimizing be-
 havior, which claim is contradicted by the
 above analysis). Regardless of how one views
 this debate, it is clear that businessmen typi-
 cally do not use or are even aware of the
 kinds of marginal calculations discussed in
 standard production theory (this lack of
 awareness is itself an empirical regularity).
 But what would happen in a relatively simple
 production environment in which such infor-
 mation could be readily monitored and used
 with little uncertainty in directing produc-
 tion decisions?

 The Reliability Condition implies the
 spontaneous development (without any spe-
 cial training in economic theory) of alertness
 and sensitive reaction to marginal cost infor-
 mation for sufficiently simple production en-
 vironments. This will not be the usual situa-
 tion, but are there cases that would naturally
 fit this hypothesis? An example is sum-
 marized in the following passage from
 Hirshleifer's price theory text:

 Electricity is typically generated by
 companies that operate a number of
 separate producing plants, with a
 transmission network providing con-
 nections to consumers as well as ties
 among the generating plants... the op-
 erating problem at any moment of time
 is to assign output most economically
 among the generating plants....

 Fred M. Westfield investigated the
 operating practices of a leading Amer-
 ican electric utility. He discovered that
 this company employs a dispatcher to
 actually "assign the load" from mo-

 ment to moment among the different
 plants. The dispatcher is guided by a
 Station-Loading Sliderule that shows
 what the economist would regard as
 the Marginal Cost function of each
 plant. By mechanically manipulating
 his Sliderule, the dispatcher automati-
 cally equates Marginal Cost for all
 plants in operation in such as way as to
 meet the total generation require-
 ment....

 The company's method of division of
 output, and the Sliderule itself, were
 developed by engineers lacking the
 slightest acquaintance with economic
 theory. The company's engineers thus
 independently "discovered" Marginal
 Cost analysis.... [1980, pp. 286-87]

 The engineers did not discover marginal cost
 analysis, but rather developed a way of react-
 ing to what we as economists would call
 marginal cost information. Nevertheless, the
 development of a Station-Loading Sliderule
 is confirming evidence for the hypothesis of
 spontaneous sensitivity to marginal cost in-
 formation in simple production environ-
 ments. On the other hand, within standard
 price theory, it can only represent an isolated
 special case that illustrates a clearly notice-
 able use of such information.

 C. Uncertainty Implies "Corridor"
 Dynamics for Macroeconomic Shocks

 A major issue in macroeconomic theory
 has a direct parallel with the insurance be-
 havior phenomenon discussed above. Instead
 of deciding whether to insure against various
 natural disasters, think of a repertoire of
 activities to prepare for the negative effects
 of macroeconomic "shocks"; or more gener-
 ally, anything that produces a coordination
 failure in an economic system.

 When will an economic system evolve so
 as to "self-insure" against these potential
 sources of unemployment and other symp-
 toms of coordination failure? Costly shock-
 preparation activities are beneficial if they
 are appropriately timed to mitigate the ef-
 fects of a shock, but otherwise there is a loss
 from the reduction in output otherwise at-
 tainable.
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 Now suppose, analogous to the insurance
 case, that there are different types of shocks,
 some more severe than others; where larger
 shocks are possible but less and less likely to
 happen. In addition, the reliability of detect-
 ing when and how to prepare for large shocks
 decreases as their determinants and repercus-
 sions are more remote to agents' normal
 experience.

 In a similar manner to that discussed for
 the insurance case, we can derive that the
 economy's structure will evolve so as to pre-
 pare for and react quickly to small shocks.
 However, outside of a certain zone or "cor-
 ridor" around its long-run growth path,
 it will only very sluggishly react to suffi-
 ciently large, infrequent shocks. This is es-
 sentially the "corridor hypothesis" for mac-
 roeconomic systems recently advanced by
 Leijonhufvud (1981, pp. 103-29).

 In this paper, I have not gone into the
 specific microprocesses involved (individual
 agent behavior, intra- and intermarket struc-
 tures, transmission mechanisms, etc.). Never-
 theless, even without adding more specific
 assumptions we can still derive this general
 qualitative feature as a necessary conse-
 quence of uncertainty. Standard economic
 theory has been unable to do so, as sum-
 marized by Leijonhufvud:

 ... general equilibrium theorists have at
 their command an impressive array of
 proven techniques for modelling sys-
 tems that "always work well". Keynes-
 ian economists have experience with
 modelling systems that "never work".
 But, as yet, no one has the recipe for
 modelling systems that function pretty
 well most of the time but sometimes
 work very badly to coordinate eco-
 nomic activities. [ 1981, p. 103]

 D. A Clear Prediction of the Law of Demand

 Suppose consumers do not have well-
 defined preference relations, but instead must
 deal with uncertainty in trying to detect when
 to buy more or less of particular commodi-
 ties. Myriad "internal" perceptual and "ex-
 ternal" environmental factors come together
 to determine the relative value of particular
 commodities. In a prospective sense, there is

 no reliable information to compare all the
 margins of choice to calculate the most pre-
 ferred response for each future situation.
 Rather, consumers must try to react ap-
 propriately to various influences that might
 prompt them to purchase more of particular
 commodities.

 Now suppose the price of a commodity x
 rises. In order to benefit from continued
 purchases, the actual value of successive units
 of the commodity must exceed the now higher
 opportunity cost implied from the price in-
 crease. The likelihood of this situation aris-
 ing is less than before, given the same struc-
 ture of motivational influences affecting the
 value of x. Thus, the probability ST of the
 right situation to buy more x is smaller. For
 the same reason, even when the right situa-
 tion arises, the average excess of actual value
 over the higher price of x (denoted g) is less
 than before. In addition, the average loss
 from purchasing more x at the wrong time
 (denoted 1) is now higher than before the
 price of x went up. Each of these factors will
 increase the required reliability for purchas-
 ing x (i.e., the tolerance limit for purchasing

 x, T= (l/g)(1 - g)/l, will rise).
 Given that T has risen, how is the consumer

 to change his behavior to be more reliable in
 purchasing x? A general answer is suggested
 in an extensive literature in behavioral psy-
 chology about signal detection experiments."
 The earliest experiments were similar to
 hearing tests where a person tries to detect
 the presence of a signal amid background
 noise (over a sequence of trials where the
 signal's occurrence is randomly distributed).
 A variety of other detection skills have been
 tested, which involve pattern recognition
 situations and various information process-
 ing and other cognative skills. All of the
 experiments exhibit a key feature: a person
 can increase the reliability of his detection
 behavior only by being more cautious in
 detecting the signals. That is, greater reliabil-
 ity requires a person to reduce the probabil-

 44See David Green and John Swets, 1974; James
 Egan, 1975. A brief appendix on the signal detection
 experiments (plus some further material on reliability
 principles suggested by these experiments) is available
 on request from the author.
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 ity of reacting regardless of whether the sig-
 nal is present or not. Note that reliability in
 these experiments is measured by the r/w
 ratio used in the Reliability Condition (and
 reported in graphical form with ROC
 curves).

 Now apply this principle to detecting when
 to buy more of a commodity x. A person can
 be more reliable in purchasing x only
 by reducing the probability that potential
 influences will successively prompt him into
 purchasing (whether they be internal
 promptings, advertising, behavior of other
 consumers, or whatever).

 Thus, we have a simple two-step syllo-
 gism: a higher price requires purchasing be-
 havior to be more reliable, which can be
 achieved only by reducing the probability of
 purchase. This implication is essentially the
 law of demand for consumer behavior, yet
 without any qualification for income effects;
 nor must we use complicated Slutsky deriva-
 tions, or other technical maximizing condi-
 tions. To some of us, the logic involved might
 even seem "too simple" compared to our
 intellectual investment in n-dimensional con-
 sumer theory. Nevertheless, in its simplicity
 is a clear, unambiguous implication of the
 Law of Demand, which we have never been
 able to derive with traditional optimizing
 methods.46

 E. Evolution of Property Rights, Trading,
 and Market Structure

 Let me sketch a scenario about the evolu-
 tion of an exchange system. Suppose initially

 that the reliable range of flexibility of agents'
 behavioral rules is more than sufficient to
 handle the complexity of the social environ-
 ment (say in the primitive beginnings of hu-
 man society). As a result, agent interactions
 evolve into more complex relationships in
 which the consequences from each agent's
 individual behavior depend on the actions of
 more and more other agents. In addition, the
 behavior of these other agents will become
 increasingly remote to the local experience of
 each agent as the network of social interde-
 pendencies broadens. Consequently, uncer-
 tainty in determining the consequences from
 selecting particular actions will successively
 increase for each agent in the society.

 At some point, the evolution of more com-
 plex social interdependence will stop, unless
 social structures also evolve that reduce the
 scope of nonlocal information that individ-
 ual agents must know to reliably forecast the
 consequences of their own behavior. (In more
 precise terms, the scope of information over
 which agents can reliably interpret succes-
 sively narrows as the social environment be-
 comes more complex.)

 In general, further evolution toward social
 interdependence will require institutions that
 permit agents to know about successively
 smaller fractions of the larger social environ-
 ment. That is, institutions must evolve which
 enable each agent in the society to know less
 and less about the behavior of other agents and
 about the complex interdependencies generated
 by their interaction.

 One of the basic ways of accomplishing
 this is to divide up the decision authority to
 use resources so that only particular agents
 (or small groups of agents) have the right to
 control their use. With such a right-to-con-
 trol institution, individual agents no longer
 have to know how other agents might use
 their "privately owned" resources. A whole
 range of factors that are within an agent's
 local experience can now be used to de-
 termine the consequences of particular use
 decisions. Two of the more important possi-
 bilities are decisions about whether to con-
 sume or delay the use of a resource, and
 about whether to transfer the right-to-control
 resources to other agents. Obtaining the right
 to control itself becomes valuable, given that

 45ROC stands for "receiver operating characteristic";
 see Green and Swets, pp. 31-34.

 46The Reliability Condition also implies a number of
 other key empirical regularities that are not derivable
 from basic maximization theory (see fn. 5 above).
 Another implication is that behavior will be relatively
 sensitive to information that defines an agent's local
 frame of reference within the environment. This will
 produce "framing effects" studied by Kahneman and
 Tversky, and a number of other anomalies now widely
 recognized in the risk-behavior literature (see fn. 30
 above). Still other examples include the "excessive reac-
 tion" of securities and futures markets to "current infor-
 mation"; the "tendency to ignore prior information"
 used in Bayesian probabilities; and the "insensitivity of
 judgments to sample size"; even by "professionally
 trained" econometricians (see Arrow, 1981, pp. 3-7).
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 only local information is now required to
 control the use of a resource.

 In more basic terms, the question is
 whether agents will be willing to cooperate
 with each other through increasingly com-
 plex interdependencies that have the poten-
 tial-if properly coordinated-to increase
 average output per agent. As the society be-
 comes more complex, agents will cooperate
 only in ways that enable them to use increas-
 ingly local information to detect whether they
 will individually benefit. That is, they will
 exhibit a "propensity to cooperate" only in
 situations where increasingly local experience
 indicates a benefit-even if such restriction
 cuts off a whole range of benefits that might
 result from more subtly interconnected forms
 of cooperation. A major way of satisfying
 this restrictive criteria is to cooperate only in
 situations where agents immediately re-
 ciprocate the cooperative actions of each
 other, such that each perceives a net benefit
 based on his own self-evaluation of the for-
 saken and received items.

 This form of reciprocation enables agents
 to decide based on immediately local experi-
 ence about the results from cooperating.
 Thus, their tendency to cooperate in such
 situations will be relatively great compared
 to myriad other possibilities that would re-
 quire the reliable use of more nonlocal infor-
 mation to avoid mistakes. (In more precise
 terms, we can show that the probability of
 agents cooperating in such situations will be
 much higher than for other forms of cooper-
 ation.) This limited tendency to cooperate
 can itself be regarded as a behavioral regu-
 larity, one that Adam Smith recognized as
 the "propensity to truck or barter." Notice
 also that such a propensity depends on a
 structure of property rights that enables
 agents' self-evaluations to determine the use
 of resources without knowing the behavior of
 other agents.

 The above discussion is only a brief illus-
 tration of a large number of implications
 about legal and market institutions. These
 institutions will evolve so as to provide pre-
 dictable opportunity for mutual reciproca-
 tion situations; and so as to reduce the scope
 and complexity of information that must be
 reliably interpreted for agents to benefit from

 these situations. For example, a few impli-
 cations include: a restriction to more central-
 ized market organization and to financial
 instruments that enable agents to avoid
 knowing the particular circumstances, attri-
 butes, and identity of potential reciprocators
 and the items reciprocated; a severe restric-
 tion of futures markets and auction markets
 to certain strategic locations within a larger
 network of inventory markets structured so
 as to reduce price fluctuations;47 and owner-
 ship structures that enable agents to avoid
 detecting whether continued reciprocation
 will be maintained, especially when this is
 necessary for particular reciprocators to real-
 ize longer term benefits or to prevent certain
 losses.48 The essential factor in all of these
 institutional regularities is uncertainty in de-
 ciphering the complexity of the social en-
 vironment.49

 Finally, let me mention another key fea-
 ture about the possibility of coordination
 failures. A complex cooperative system must
 somehow limit the occurrence of serious co-
 ordination failures. Nevertheless, its very
 complexity can evolve only to the extent that
 it enables agents to benefit without decipher-
 ing more than a tiny fraction of its overall
 structure. As a result, a complex system can-

 47A few modem references on the above topics are:
 Alchian, 1969, 1977; Robert Clower, 1967; Clower and
 Leijonhufvud, 1975; Robert Jones, 1976; Seiichi
 Kawasaki et al., 1982; Lester Telser, 1981.

 48The reliability model can be used both to predict
 the likelihood of opportunistic behavior (discontinuing
 reciprocation), and how the likelihood of such behavior
 affects the required reliability of various kinds of con-
 tractual arrangements. In many cases, the only solution
 is to structure ownership of assets in a way that
 eliminates having to detect when to engage in certain
 contracts. This will produce a stable regularity in con-
 tractual and market ownership patterns, which are also
 studied under the rubric of "transaction costs" (see
 Williamson, 1975, 1979, 1981, 1983; Benjamin Klein et
 al., 1978; also Alchian and Demsetz, 1972; Coase, 1937,
 1960; Demsetz, 1969, 1967; Dahlman, 1980).

 49Standard choice theory concentrates exclusively on
 the potential gains from trade (via Edgeworth exchange
 boxes, etc.), rather than on the effect of uncertainties
 created in trying to realize that potential. Consequently,
 we now have an elaborate general equilibrium theory of
 exchange which is devoid of the very institutional regu-
 larities necessary for complex exchange economies to
 evolve in the first place (see the epilogue of Vernon
 Smith, 1982, p. 952).
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 not prevent coordination failures that would
 require agents to understand a sizeable frac-
 tion of its complexity in order to avert them.

 VI. Switching and Punctuation Dynamics

 Recall the notation introduced above in
 Section IV, Part E, where z = (s, c, m, e) rep-
 resents an agent's sensory (s), cognitive (c),
 and morphological (m) components (here-
 after denoted by y = (s, c, m)), along with the
 environmental variables e. Using these vari-
 ables, we can analyze how uncertainty af-
 fects the dynamic response of behavioral
 rules, and how agents' internal components
 interact with each other and with the en-
 vironment to generate evolutionary change
 in themselves and in the surrounding en-
 vironment. Two key dynamic properties- are
 conditioned by the transition point between
 satisfying or violating the Reliability Condi-
 tion (i.e., the point at which r/w = T).

 First: Changes in the environmental
 variables e may shift the reliability ratio r/w
 or the tolerance limit T of an action; causing
 them to "cross over" each other from their
 initial positions (i.e., shift r/w from below T
 to above it, or vice versa). If this happens,
 rule-governed behavior will switch from al-
 lowing to severely restricting that action.
 Thus, a relatively sudden "switching" be-
 tween different behavior patterns may occur.

 Second: If the reliability ratio of an
 action is initially bounded below its toler-
 ance limit, then behavioral rules will prohibit
 that action. Now consider a small change in
 a particular component, yo E y, which would
 shift r/w and T for such an action closer
 together, but not enough for them to cross
 over each other. So long as this is the case,
 there will be no change in an agent's behav-
 ior that might improve or worsen his perfor-
 mance, because the Reliability Condition for
 selecting that action is still violated. Suppose,
 however, that movement in some of the other
 z variables besides y? (which might include
 the e variables) shift r/w and T sufficiently
 for them to cross over each other.

 At the point of transition, greater reli-
 ability from changes in y? will now allow se-
 lecting the action to improve an agent's
 performance; which may initiate evolution-
 ary adjustment of y? in the appropriate di-

 rection. This means that the y attributes may
 exhibit relatively sudden increases or de-
 creases in the speed of evolutionary change.
 Thus, evolutionary adjustment in the y at-
 tributes may be "punctuated" with a variety
 of sudden changes, especially as a large num-
 ber of such attributes interact through an
 agent's behavioral rules, or the environment
 is itself influenced by the actions of other
 agents.

 It is significant that a simple "crossover"
 mechanism will generate irregular dynamic
 movement in the outward behavior or inter-
 nal attributes of an agent, and suggests an
 alternative to the recent attempts to account
 for such effects via catastrophe theory.50 A
 recursive use of the Reliability Condition can
 also generate systematic hysteresis effects, in
 which the crossover point depends on the
 past history and direction of a variable's
 movement.51

 A few examples to illustrate the above two
 dynamic properties are the following:

 1) A number of implications char-
 acterize sudden switching of animal behavior
 between different actions, such as aggressive
 behavior in either attacking or retreating, or
 territorial behavior in either attack or de-
 fense strategies. A common example in eco-
 nomics involves switching between buying
 and selling strategies in financial markets,
 resulting in sudden movement in stock prices.
 In general, a wide range of behavior in eco-
 nomics is governed by such switching and
 hysteresis effects and has been obscured by
 the use of traditional optimization theory.

 2) A specific economic illustration of
 the crossover mechanism is the "corridor
 hypothesis" for macroeconomic systems dis-
 cussed above in Section V. Another example

 50See E. C. Zeeman, 1977; Rene Thom, 1975; David
 Berlinski, 1975; Hector Sussman, 1975.

 5'Consider very briefly a two-stage use of the Reli-
 ability Condition. First, r/ w = T is used to characterize
 a transition point between different behavior patterns.
 Second, introduce uncertainty about an agent trying to
 detect unstable shifts in this transition point. An agent
 may fail to switch once the transition point is reached,
 or he might mistakenly switch too early. A second
 application of the Reliability Condition implies that an
 agent will delay switching until he rarely switches too
 early; so that the observed switching point will shift
 depending on the action selected before the switch oc-
 curred.
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 is a structure of expectation "stages" during
 inflations (ranging from initially "sluggish"
 to eventually "explosive" expectation adjust-
 ment), which contrasts with recent rational
 expectations modeling.52

 3) Growing evidence supports the
 "punctuation hypothesis" recently advanced
 in evolutionary biology, which claims that
 irregular bursts in the pace of evolutionary
 change have produced speciation and macro-
 evolution of dramatic morphological changes
 (see Stephen Gould and Niles Eldredge, 1977;
 Steven Stanley, 1979).

 4) An example of the latter which has
 been of considerable interest is the dramatic
 expansion of the cerebrum responsible for
 the higher thought processes of humans. Of
 all the various y attributes, the cerebrum
 most directly tends to prompt increasingly
 sophisticated behavior patterns. Right situa-
 tions for selecting particular actions within a
 behavioral repertoire will become increas-
 ingly rare as the complexity of that reper-
 toire increases.53 This will cause a steeply
 rising acceleration in the required reliability
 for selecting these actions. Thus, if the sec-
 ond dynamic property above ever triggers
 rapid expansion of the cerebrum, then its
 sudden leveling off at a larger size is also
 implied. This dynamic pattern has been of
 interest and puzzlement in the biology litera-
 ture.54

 VI. Hierarchical Structure and Evolution
 of Reliable Complexity

 We can also characterize how uncertainty
 may generate hierarchical structures of in-
 creasingly flexible rules. Such rule-hierarchies
 have far reaching applications, some of which

 are briefly discussed in the following re-
 marks:

 1) For example, consider a system of
 components that interact with each other at
 level v, while these interactions comprise a
 larger system that interacts within a sur-
 rounding environment at level v + 1. For
 simplicity, the relationship between a system
 and its subcomponents is functionally writ-

 ten, Sv + I (s v ), where sv + l denotes the system
 and sV denotes its subcomponents. Thus, we
 have a recursive structure of rule-governed

 systems, sv+l(sv), where each element of sv
 is itself a system of components at the next

 lower level v - 1, denoted sv(sv - 0-
 2) Now, suppose that more simply

 structured subcomponents decrease the reli-
 ability of a system in administering more
 complex interactions with its environment.
 For example, such components might be
 more vulnerable in distinguishing nonlocal
 phenomena. For any given level of subcom-
 ponent structure, viable performance re-
 quires a minimum degree of behavioral rigid-
 ity. Thus no system composed of similarly
 structured components can allow greater
 flexibility without hindering its viability.
 Consequently, the only way more sophisti-
 cated behavior could arise from such systems
 is for a number of them to evolve into the
 subcomponents of a still larger system. Since
 the components of the larger system are re-
 cursively built up from smaller subsystems,
 additional structure may be permitted which
 enables them to reliably guide more complex
 behavior of a larger system. When this is
 possible, the behavior of the larger system
 can be less rigidly constrained than its com-
 ponent subsystems.

 3) Recent discoveries in microbiology
 dramatically illustrate this implication. They
 show how molecular mechanisms direct the
 embryological unfolding of living systems.
 The essential feature of all of these mecha-
 nisms are large molecular structures (con-
 taining hundreds or thousands of atoms) that
 interact with each other literally by recogniz-
 ing each other's shape. That is, they interact
 with noncovalent bonds which are very much
 weaker than the covalent bonds (i.e., the
 merging of electron clouds) of physical
 chemistry. Thus, stable bonding requires a
 relatively large surface closely matched to

 52The explosive stage could refer to the final phase of
 a hyperinflation in which agent's expectations so quickly
 adjust that trying to counteract this reaction by further
 money supply acceleration will drive real balances to-
 ward zero.

 53As an agent's behavior becomes more complex,
 each additional action must compete against more and
 more other actions. Thus, the likelihood of an additional
 action being more preferred than other actions is condi-
 tional on the behavioral complexity of an agent; and in
 general will decrease as the complexity of his repertoire
 increases.

 54See, for example, Edward Wilson, 1975, pp. 547-50;
 Jerison, 1973, pp. 402-43; D. Pilbean, 1972.
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 the shape of another molecule (which large
 surfaces require many atoms within each
 molecule).55 Molecular shape enables the
 precise calibration of "stereo-specific" bond-
 ing, which permits a much more complex
 structure of interaction possibilities than
 otherwise possible with the more rigid con-
 straints of physical chemistry. Moreover, the
 precise recognition properties of stereo-
 specific bonding enables the reliable direc-
 tion of complicated molecular mechanisms,
 as evidenced in the biochemistry of cell regu-
 lation and embryological processes.56 The
 significance of this is summarized by Nobel
 Prize biochemist Jacques Monod: 57

 [Stereo-specific bonding gave] molecu-
 lar evolution a practically limitless field
 for exploration and experiment, [which]
 enabled it to elaborate the huge net-
 work of cybernetic interconnections
 which makes each organism an autono-
 mous functional unit, whose perfor-
 mances appear to transcend the laws of
 chemistry if not to ignore them alto-
 gether. [1972, p. 78]

 4) If the recursive structure, s+, + 1(s ), is
 continued to higher or lower levels (v +2,
 v+3,...; or v-1,v-2,...) we obtain a
 hierarchical structure of increasingly sophis-
 ticated systems, where later stages are
 governed by successively more flexible rules.
 Such hierarchical structures represent a basic
 way systems conditioned by uncertainty can
 evolve into allowing successively more so-
 phisticated behavior without hindering their
 viability in the process.

 This pattern of hierarchical development is
 systematically evidenced in nature at a num-
 ber of intertwining levels. For example, there
 are the invariable behavior patterns of atoms,
 which are composed of successively more
 basic subatomic particles; and which are
 themselves components of larger cosmologi-
 cal systems whose behavior is also synony-

 mous with highly predictable laws.58 Above
 this level, there is another hierarchy of
 organic molecules (discussed above) that
 eventually form components in living cells.
 Such cells in turn are subcomponents of still
 larger organs and tissues that permit rela-
 tively more flexible behavior of yet another
 hierarchy of increasingly sophisticated living
 organisms. Finally, there is the subtle, usu-
 ally difficult to predict, behavior of humans
 and their social institutions. Looking back
 on this structure, the particular course of its
 evolution may be extremely improbable.
 Nevertheless, what did evolve has been
 through a hierarchical process from very pre-
 dictable to relatively much less predictable
 phenomena.

 5) Hierarchical structures may also have
 systematic importance in the design of cogni-
 tive and related (natural and artificial) learn-
 ing processes.59 For example, there may be

 55See J. Monod, 1972, pp. 45-46.
 56See J. Monod, 1972, chs. 4-7.
 57For a recent more technical overview of the subject,

 see James Watson, 1976.

 58The body of this paper has only briefly alluded to
 the physical sciences. At issue is whether the invariable
 regularities exhibited by natural phenomena can be re-
 garded as "rule-mechanisms" to cope with extreme un-
 certainty in avoiding destabilizing interactions between
 the components of a system that might disintegrate its
 structure? More generally, what patterns of component
 interaction are viable in the sense of generating their
 own continuation, or the continuation of larger interac-
 tive patterns between components which are themselves
 systems? Many topics in the physical sciences could be
 discussed, but only three topics are mentioned here.
 First, we can analyze uncertainty in producing stable
 macrostructures to characterize relationships between
 the "particles" of matter and the "forces" that intercon-
 nect them. Second, we can consider uncertainty in main-
 taining the structural stability of tightly compacted sys-
 tems to characterize symmetry properties, and other
 statistical regularities studied in quantum mechanics.
 Third, we can analyze the effects of violating the general
 relativity postulate of modem physics, especially about
 uncertainties in dealing with complex interdependencies
 permitted without the constraint of generally covariant
 interactions. On these three topics see respectively: P. C.
 W. Davies, 1979; J. P. Elliot and P. G. Dawber, 1979;
 Enrico Cantore, 1969; Albert Einstein, 1952, 1956.

 Underlying these regularities is a persistent theme
 about the unity of science, as suggested in the following
 remark by Einstein: "The most incomprehensible thing
 about the universe is why it is so comprehensible." (See
 also the closing remarks of Kuhn's 1962 essay, p. 173.)
 The answer may lie in how extreme uncertainty affects
 the structure of self-continuing physical systems.

 59See Simon, 1969, 1979a; Newell and Simon, 1972;
 J. R. Anderson, 1980; G. T. Miller et al., 1960.
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 resistance to knowledge not built up in
 recursive stages. For example, explicitly hier-
 archical methods have evolved in the above-
 mentioned strategy books on playing black-
 jack, and more recently on how to solve
 Rubik's cube.60

 6) It has also been argued by Kohlberg,
 with extensive supporting experimentation,
 that the moral development of children as
 they mature into adults follows a highly pat-
 terned hierarchical structure of six stages.
 The first stage is guided by "blind obedience
 to rules and authority...," which proceeds
 though intermediate steps to stage six, which
 is "guided by self-chosen ethical princi-
 ples."6' A pattern of successively more com-
 plex moral judgments is clearly suggested in
 this hierarchy.

 7) The viability of an evolving system,
 (for example an ecological system of organ-
 isms, or an exchange system of competing
 agents), which originates truly novel change
 (whose interactive possibilities are largely
 unrelated to the system's past history) may
 be quite sensitive to uncertainty in avoiding
 disruptive novelty. If this is the case, the very
 processes which generate and select such
 novelty will themselves be organized in a
 hierarchical structure of increasingly flexible
 rule-mechanisms. An important illustration
 is the structure of relationships that connect
 the rigidly patterned molecular design of
 DNA to the more visible interactions com-
 prising natural selection.62

 Other implications characterize the diver-
 sity and pace of novel change that can be
 reliably controlled by an evolving system.
 For example, a more rapid average pace is
 permitted as the reliability of selective
 processes increases. These implications un-
 derly the major differences in the qualitative
 nature and average speed of cultural com-
 pared to biological evolution.

 VIII. Conclusion

 I have argued that uncertainty is the basic
 source of predictable behavior, and also the
 main conditioning factor of evolutionary
 processes through which such behavior
 evolves. Uncertainty exists because agents
 cannot decipher all of the complexity of the
 decision problems they face, which literally
 prevents them from selecting most preferred
 alternatives. Consequently, the flexibility of
 behavior to react to information is con-
 strained to smaller behavioral repertoires that
 can be reliably administered. Numerous de-
 viations from the resulting behavior patterns
 are actually superior in certain situations,
 but they are still ignored because of un-
 certainty about when to deviate from these
 regularities.

 In contrast, standard economics analyzes
 the special case of no uncertainty in selecting
 most preferred options. This way of under-
 standing behavior forces the determinants of
 uncertainty into the residual "error term"
 between observed behavior and the more
 systematic patterns claimed to result from
 optimization. I am thus suggesting a reversal
 of the explanation assumed in standard eco-
 nomics: the factors that standard theory
 places in the error term are in fact what is
 producing behavioral regularities, while opti-
 mizing will tend to produce sophisticated
 deviations from these patterns. Hence, the

 60A good example of a hierarchical method is
 Kosniowski, 1981, especially in contrast to David
 Singmaster, 1979 (called the "definitive treatise" by
 Scientific American), which follows a complex, cyclical
 development of ideas that switches back and forth be-
 tween different parts of the book. Singmaster's book is
 also several times longer than later books (cited above in
 fn. 14), both in terms of number of words and nota-
 tional density.

 61See Kohlberg, 1976, pp. 30 and 32; and 1963, 1969.
 62 Consider the extreme uncertainty of tiny molecular

 structures directing the construction of living systems.
 Maurice Wilkin's 1953 paper (which accompanied Wat-
 son and Cricks' original paper in Nature) begins: "While
 the biological properties of deoxypentose nucleic acid
 suggest a molecular structure containing great complex-
 ity, X-ray diffraction studies described here show the
 basic molecular configuration has great simplicity" (p.
 738). The Reliability Condition implies the opposite

 presumption; namely, that precisely because DNA is the
 ultimate source of larger biological systems, whose com-
 plexity cannot be reliably manipulated from any interac-
 tion local to its tiny structure, its internal design must be
 both rigidly patterned and engineered to replicate virtu-
 ally without guidance from its local chemical environ-
 ment.
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 observed regularities that economics has tried
 to explain on the basis of optimization would
 disappear if agents could actually maximize.

 Another basic conclusion is that ap-
 propriately structured behavioral rules will
 not necessarily arise. Rather, they will evolve
 to the extent that selection processes quickly
 eliminate poorly administered behavior. This
 will more likely occur when agents are in-
 volved in highly competitive interactions that
 themselves indirectly result from scarcity.
 However, if weak selection processes are
 present, relatively vulnerable or dysfunc-
 tional behavior may evolve.

 One area of major normative significance
 is the development of human social institu-
 tions; in particular, political institutions that
 have the opportunity to influence the out-
 comes generated by exchange competition.
 This is especially important if human agents
 are able to foresee numerous potential cases
 where the cooperative results of exchange
 institutions could be improved, but without
 being able to reliably administer the addi-
 tional complexity necessary to realize those
 improvements.

 Think of this issue in terms of the Reli-
 ability Condition. People may be able to
 identify government actions where situations
 exist in which a society will benefit (i.e., the
 probability of right circumstances vr for
 selecting these actions is positive). Neverthe-
 less, they may be unable to administer these
 actions with sufficient reliability to benefit
 the society by adding them to the govern-
 ment's repertoire of authorized activities (i.e.,
 r/w < T even though 7 > 0). If this is the
 case, the society will benefit by appropriately
 limiting the scope and complexity of govern-
 ment behavior.

 But how is such limitation to arise? It is
 here that we enter the area of "con-
 stitutionalism," defined broadly as the de-
 sign of rule-mechanisms to restrict the flexi-
 bility of government to react to whatever
 influences might prompt it to engage in
 vulnerable activities. The writings of seven-
 teenth- and eighteenth-century political phi-
 losophers and statesmen were primarily con-
 cerned with these issues. Out of their efforts
 came a number of features incorporated in

 the United States Constitution, such as the
 separation of powers mechanism.63

 On a wider scale, the history of civilization
 can be organized around a theme of groping
 for social rule-mechanisms.64 Nevertheless,
 the understanding of such mechanisms is
 only in its rudimentary beginnings; and in
 the last hundred years, the general trend has
 been away from these topics-especially for
 analysts trained in mainstream economic
 theory.65 The reason is that mainstream theo-
 ries have systematically directed attention
 away from the study of processes that limit
 flexibility to choose potentially preferred ac-
 tions. A refocusing of research on such
 processes-with the appropriate analytical
 framework to guide us-may have practical
 consequences for the viability of existing
 institutions.

 63The basic source materials on these issues are the
 Federalist Papers by Hamilton and Jefferson (for exam-
 ple, numbers 10, 47, 48, 51). For a modem reference, see
 Martin Diamond, 1981.

 64The often seemingly bizarre practices of religion
 and cultural ritual may also represent the design tech-
 nologies of social rules crucial to the coordination and
 intensification of social bonds. For some interesting
 readings about ritual, symbolism, and comparative reli-
 gion, see William Lessa and Evon Vogt, 1979, and M.
 Gluckman, 1962.

 65 Notable exceptions to this general trend are the
 writings of Buchanan and Hayek (see fn. 31 above).
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